










The outlook for recovery put in doubt by the fall in production in December 1981 
The provisional index of industrial production in · the Community for December 1981 
stood at 115.2 (1975=100), a fall of 0.5% compared with the same month of the 
previous year. Production in the last quarter of 1981 showed a meagre increase of 
0.1% over the same quarter of 1980. 
Seasonal adjustment of the December index produced a figure of 113.0, i.e. 1.6 points 
down on the average level of the previous three months. In the wake of this fairly 
substantial fall the short-term growth indicator (see corrected indices, %A : ratio 
of the last three months to the previous three months) fell back to zero, reflecting 
stagnating production in the fourth quarter. Th e hopes of recovery rqised by the 
increase of the growth indicator from -0.4% in October to +0.6% in November therefore 
failed yet again to materialize. The fall-off in production in December is largely 
the consequence of the falls recorded in Germany and in Italy (2.4% down in each case 
in relation to November 1981, after seasonal adjustment), and, to a lesser extent, of 
that recorded in the United Kingdom (-0. 7%), this latter fall being partly due to 
adverse weather. 
1981 thus ended with production down 2.1% compared with 1980, and 3% compared with 
1979, which was the peak year at Community level and at national level except in 
Italy, Denmark and Greece where production peaked in 1980. With the exception of 
Ireland, all countries in which production fell in 1980 registered a further fall in 
1981, as can be seen from the table below. Of the countries which had managed to 
boost their production in 1980, only Denmark was spared this downturn. 
COUNTRY I PEAK I %1980 I %1981 I %1981 
I PRODUCTION I 1979 I 1980 I 1979 
EUR-10 I 1979 I -0,9 I -2,:t I -3,0 
D I 1979 I -0,8 I -0,9 I -1,8 
F I 1979 I -0,6 I -2,0 I -2,5 
I I 1980 I +5,0 I -2,5 I +2,4 
NL I 1979 I -0, 2 I - 2 ,8 I -3,0 
B I 1979 I -1,0 I -2,2 *) I -3,2 *) 
L I 1979 I -3,3 I -6,8 I -9,9 
UK I 1979 I -6,7 I -4,1 I -10,5 
IRL I 1979 I -1,7 I +1,5 *) I -0,1 *) 
DK I 1980 I +0,2 I +0,2 I +0,3 
GR I 1980 I +0,9 I -1,2 *) I -0,2 ·*) 
*) Estimated 
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BASIC INDICATORS ••.•......••••.•...•••••...•••...••..•..•.•• 
DATA BY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY .................................. 
Total industry (excluding building & civil engineering) 
Intermediate products industries •••••••••••••••••••• 
Capital goods industries • • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Consumer goods industries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• 
Energy- ....................................•........... 
Production and preliminary processing of metals 





including man-made fibres 
........................... 
Engineering and allied industries ••••••• 





Motor vehicles, parts and accessories 
Means of transport (excluding motor vehicles) 
Food, drink and tobacco industry •••••••••• 
Textile industry . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • ••••• 
Footwear and clothing industry 
......... 
























N 0 T E s 
1. NOMENCLATURE OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 
The indices included in this bulletin cover industry as it is defined in divisions 1 to 4 of the General Industrial 
Classification of Economic Activities within the European Communities (NACE). In part III of the bulletin there are also 
some indicators relating to NACE division 5 (building and civil engineering). 
2, INDICES OF PRODUCTION 
2.a The index of production reflects changes in the volume of production. For industry as a whole, it also indicates 
changes in volume (at constant prices) in the gross added value created by industry, the branch indices being 
aggregated (like the aggregation at Community level for a given industrial branch) by means of a system of weighting 
according to gross added value (in principle, at factor costs). The indices are adjusted in two stages: first they 
are adjusted to take account of the varying number of working days in the month and this is followed by seasonal 
adjustment according to EUROSTAT's own particular method. 
Further information on the index of production may be obtained from supplement 01.1978 of this bulletin. 
2.b Meaning of %A and %B: 
2.b.l indices of production per working day: 
- %A: the last twelve months as compared with the previous twelve months; 
- %B: the last month as compared with the corresponding month of the previous year. 
2.b.2 seasonally adjusted indices of production: 
%A (short-term growth): the last three months as compared with the previous three months; 
- %B: the last month as compared with the previous month. 
2.c The descriptions and definitions in 2.a and 2.b above are also applicable to the indices of production for building 
and civil engineering. 
2.d The indices of production for non-Member States (Spain, Portugal, the United States and Japan) are taken from OECD 
sources. The indices for Spain and Japan are not adjusted for differences in the number of working days. 
3. Unlike the index of production ( see 2. a above) , the other indices (turnover, orders, exports, imports, number of 
employees, gross wages and salaries) are not adjusted to allow for differences in the number of working days in each 
period before they are seasonally adjusted. 
4. INDICES OF TURNOVER AND ORDERS RECEIVED 
These reflect changes in turnover (overall sales, including sales for export) and orders received at current prices. For 
detailed definitions, see also supplement N° 12-1980 to this bulletin. 
5. INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS BY INDUSTRIAL BRANCHES 
These are indices of imports or exports ( special trade) , at current prices (respectively c. i. f. or f. o. b. ) , of 
industrial products classified according to the industrial branches to which they belong. It should be emphasized that 
this classification implies the need to make certain choices in allocating external trade products to overall groups of 
products according to a nomenclature of industrial activities, and that even comparability between the indices for 
imports and those for exports is limited. 
The indices for the EEC as a whole refer only to trade with non-Member States. 
NOTE 
~the time being the indices are based on the external trade of the Community of Nine, excluding Greece, which became 
a full member of the Community with effect from 01.01.1981. 
6. INDICES OF THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AND OF GROSS WAGES AND SALARIES 
6.1 The number of employees includes all persons e1J1ployed by the firm (manual workers and salaried employees on the 
company's payroll). 
6.2 Gross wages and salaries cover all sums paid out to persons employed by the company in remuneration for the work 
they do, including taxes and social security contributions payable by the employee and deducted by the employer, but 
excluding social security and other contributions payable by the employer. A methodological note on these two 
indices is being prepared and will be published as a supplement to a future issue of this bulletin. 
7. BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING (PART III) 
For information on the index of production and its layout, and on the index of the number of employees, see sections 2 
and 6.1 above. 
The indices for authorised dwellings and dwelling starts and completions only give a picture of activity in the 
residential building sector, whereas the other two types of indices also cover non-residential building and civil 
engineering. 
8. GRAPHS 
The graphs cover the trend in production and/or employment, whereby the trend is defined as the moving average over 
three months (after seasonal adjustment) in the case of the index of production; in the case of employment, for which 
the indices are quarterly, a monthly series is obtained by linear interpolation (without seasonal adjustment). 
9. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The information included in this bulletin has been taken from the CRONOS data bank, which may be accessed via the 
EURONET network. Information on CRONOS-EURONET or on the information given in this bulletin may be obtained from 
EUROSTAT in Luxembourg, tel. 4301-3208 (Mr. VANDERSEYPEN). 
10. SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS: data not available; 
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non-existant series; 
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PRQOUKTIONSINDIZES JNOICES OF PRODUCTION 
PRO ARSEITSTAG PER VIORKING OAY 
EUR9 112.5 117 .9 11&.<l 118.0 123.& 115.5 118.5 103.& 87.3 
D 112.1 118.9 117 .9 119.2 128.2 117 .s 121.5 103.u 98.9 
F 113.3 117.8 117 .1 11&.4 11<l.2 122.2 120.9 102.5 75.8 
I 114.0 121.7 121.8 132.11 137.8 121.2 129.7 127.5 5<i.8 
NL 108. 7- 112.2 112.0 114.0 121.0 123.0 106.0 90.0 90.0 
B 111.2 11 f>. 1 114.9 114.4 120.& 101.9 118. 7 79.8 103.4 
L 101.1 111.3 107.6 101.9 108.0 <l3.7 110.1 n.o 76.3 
UK 111.0 11s.2 101.s 10&.7 110. 7 101.7 103.6 95.7 92 0 5 
IRL 12&.8 1311.7 133.3 133.0 135.0 120.0 148.3 138.8 117 .5 
OK 112.& 11&.7 11&.9 127.0 11&.0 1111.0 129.0 88.0 123.0 
GR 120.& 127.8 129.0 128.8 129.l 131.& 131.8 122 .. 8 119.& 
EURlO 112.6 118 .1 117.0 118.2 123.7 11 s.1 118.6 103.8 87.6 
SA ISONl:lEREINIGT SEASONALLY AUJUSTED 
EUR9 114.0 1111 .1 113.1 114.3 114.5 112.6 
D 115.4 117 .o 114. a l 16 .6 116.4 116.6 
F 11s.o 113.2 111.2 115.4 1111.0 113.8 
I 125.4 129.0 124.0 12s.2 127.8 116.0 
NL 111. t 112. 7 108.9 107. 4 111.u 106.2 
B 110.9 112.9 104.1 tl4.5 1ua.s 110.4 
L t03.1 105.1 98.6 100.3 99.t 100.s 
UK 103. 7 103.4 103.0 101.2 101.7 103.6 
IRL 127. 7 12<l.2 128.0 134.8 137. 7 136.1 
OK 116.1 109.2 116.5 117.B 121.7 114.6 
GR 125.4 121.0 129.3 128.8 125.7 127.7 
EURlO 11 q. t 114.8 113.3 114.5 114.6 112.8 
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------...... ..... _ 
..... _ ... __ _ 
1980 1981 
09 10 11 12 
lA 
NACE 1/4 











INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
116.8 118. 7 123.6 115.2 -2.1 -0.3 
118.1 120.7 12&.4 115.& •-1.0 -t.& 
115.1 11&.6 120.8 121.6 •2.0 -o.s 
135.1 129.1 138.3 121.7 -2.5 0.4 
103.0 113.0 115.0 121.0 •2.8 -1.& 
118. 7 121.1 : -4.0 s.<i 
102.s 105.6 108.0 89.9 .. &.8 •4.1 
102.8 t08.9 111.6 101.8 -11.0 0.1 
144.5 136.1 143.& 1.0 &.4 
135.0 121.0 123.0 111.0 0.1 -2.& 
140.7 130.9 135.3 -o.9 4.8 
117 .1 118.8 123.6 115.2 -2.1 -o.s 
DESAISONNALISE 
114.6 114.4 114.4 113~0 o.o -1.2 
115.9 116.7 115.4 112.6 -1.2 .. z.4 
115.0 1111.5 114.2 115.8 o.s 1.4 
126.2 120.9 126.6 123.S 0.2 -2.s 
10&.3 109.S 106.3 101.0 -0.2 0.6 
112.8 11&.0 1.0 i!.8 
100.1 105.0 103.5 95.2 1.2 •B.t 
103.4 105.3 104.0 103.3 1. 3 -0.1 
137.8 132.11 138.0 -0.1 4.2 
122.3 115.11 116.0 1111.0 -3.7 -1. 7 
129.9 127.2 132.4 1.9 4.1 
1111.8 114.6 1111. S 113.0 -o.o -1. 3 
NACE 1/4 
GESAMTE INDUSTRIE (OHNE BAUGEWERBE) 
TOTAL INDUSTRY (EXCLUDING BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING) 
1975 = 100 ENSEMBLE INDUSTRIE (SANS BATIMENT ET GENIE CIVIL) 
---------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------------------------·------------19H 19AU 191H 1980 1981 I 








UM SATZ Tlli-!NOVER r.HIFFRE O'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 14~.n f 6<;.1 184.CI 183.9 18f..3 185.1 175. 7 1 ':1?..5 193 0 8 1%.9 19?.n l8f..(J 192.2 195.l 200.6 . 
D 12;:,. 1 134.q ! 4A 0 11 14f>,"i 144. 7 145.5 1sn.1 15?..6 141',.8 149.'3 1s;,.11 148.3 149.7 !49 0 5 153,7 F 
I tan.~ ;,,n.9 ;,n.~ ?o?..n ;,n.f. ?83.9 ?4~.? 29?.f, '31 I .1 325.1 ?811.'3 281.0 302.3 316.t 3c!t .1 NL 1211.n 140.7 15,. 'i tSR.n 15A,O 153.0 141.0 110.0 110.0 169.0 16fi 0 0 t&t.2 t&f, 0 8 1&8.9 l 7f>.2 B t23.n 1 311, 3 1 ~l .11 153.IJ tbt,7 157.0 t 31 .11 t55.o 15f>.2 1&4.6 t48.7 151.7 159.1 L 117.? 135. ! 1111 ·"' 143.5 l4Q.9 tS?.7 130.2 1311;11 134.7 140.3 !35.9 133.6 133. t UK 1b3.0 \8Q. 7 .:>u3 .11 ?09. I ;,l?.1 ?01 0 7 192,Q ?Ull.5 211.2 ?07.2 207.5 203.4 ?Of>.1 206.S 215.9 IRL 
OK 135. 7 1 St 0 1'. 1 bQ.ll 112.n 1 b8. 3 170.3 159.7 17Q.3 177 .3 187.3 190.0 171 0 9 17Q.8 184.5 196.3 
AUFTRAGSFINGAENGF 
-
r.E.SAMT 'JEW O~OERS .. TOTAL ENTREES DE COMMANOES .. ENSEMBLE 
EUR9 
0 119. t 1 3?.A 1311.f, 
F 
I 1ac:;.g ?33.7 ?75.11 
NL 
275.6 302. 'i ?79.1 ?30.C! ?8<1.0 333 0 9 329.t 280.0 275. t 303.2 323.4 328.9 
f.l 120.? 137. 3 !37 .'i t 54.f, t&t.11 t40 0 A 112.11 134.9 137 .2 14'5.8 12f>.7 127.2 141. I L 
UK 
IRL 
OK 14n.? 160.4 ']f,. 3 182.3 1az.n 1 H- 0 0 t5Q 0 9 187.3 195.0 199.7 ,?05.3 1so.11 193.1 197.0 213.f> 
AUSFllHf;> EXl'ORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 149.3 174.8 198.3 195.9 199.8 199.5 184.5 209.3 201.2 
0 153.? 17?.4 191.0 1811,f, 195.7 191.f. 180.f, 196.1 188.6 F 143.2 110. 3 190.9 189.7 191.6 1911.1 17?.I 201.9 195.5 I 15"i. 7 !8f. 0 3 I 9A 0 f, 223.7 18f..2 200.5 184.t 223.8 195.6 NL 137,11 l&?.11 1a1,.n 177.4 195.S 184.9 171.3 192,4 188.8 UERL 151 0 A tH,.9 2U0 0 3 19A.f, 21?.II ?08.5 t75 0 A 204.2 197.0 IJK 1~9.o 187.1 ?32.f> 211.11 227.5 226.f, 223.8 ?52.2 250.1 IRL 172.5 ?.U1 0 9 23n.n ?30. t 2111.2 ?30.0 246.7 ?49. l 241.2 OK 131.3 153.3 173.f, 1&9.i:; 1711,f, 169.7 164.3 185.9 179.7 
EINFIIHP 1'1PflRTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 149.1 181.0 213.7 206.4 218.3 215.1 200.9 220.7 215.8 
D 157 .11 t 9;:,.11 ?.23 0 A 215.7 227.9 ?25.!J ?1?.9 228.3 223.0 F 141.n t 77 .9 222.3 ?00.1', 226.9 225.0 203.7 ?33.5 230.5 I 14?.4 18?.. 3 230.7 237.9 210.1 225.5 229.8 ?56.7 233.2 NL 1 llf.. 3 t 7?. .11 195.n 191 0 11 ;,oo.9 t97.7 182.0 199 0 5 195.3 UEBL 153. c:; 171.5 ?OA.O ?02.3 224.9 ?0<1 0 3 185.7 212.2 206.7 UK 1113.7 t 74.? 199.6 189.1 211.2 ?03.9 186.9 196.5 200.8 IRL 18~.n ;,3<; ·" ?62.f. ?41.3 ?75.ll 2s;,.o ?SO.? ?72.9 278.4 OK I 36 0 l U,3.t lb/1 0 3 I 82,ll 186.5 tb5.7 153.5 1&7.4 1&1 .1 
LOfHNE UIIIO GEHAEL TF'.fl WAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRF.S ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 13"1,Q 1sc:;.9 - 1 7f.. 3 177.n 161.? 175.1 ,n:.3 19'5.5 173.1 194.5 199.l 182.7 182.4 19'3.4 '203.6 
[') 119.A 1211.1 137.ll 14?.7 12"i.5 13'-. t 137 .9 150.2 129.2 141.5 142.f, 141 .o 13A 0 4 141. 7 143.5 F 
I 173.1', 197,3 ?.45.ll 
NL 
?.411.;> ;,u;>.8 ?.36.0 ?35.6 307.2 ?117.4 301.5 ;>95.4 2&4.6 ?74.6 303.3 310.9 
B 11A 0 1\ 12"'.n 1n.n 1 Si?.'i 132.ll 130.q 111'1.0 t~0.9 127.t 13A.2 131 .11 130.7 138.4 l 11;,.A 111.0 12?.t 12~-" 115. q 1211.n 121 .o 127.6 117. 7 126.;:, 124.3 122.a 123.3 UK 143 0 <1 1611.1', 1 a2.n 175.ll 1711 0 8 1 B'i.9 181. 7 181 .6 ta1.o 193.6 ?02 0 0 181.7 181.8 189.8 203.2 IRL 
OK 133."' 1so.o 16'11,3 16?.o 1 t,;> .1 111.2 153.3 1&6.5 166.5 !74.1 1 f>l .2 tb4.3 lf>5 0 7 t&7.3 171.2 
AtlHAFNr.:Jr, IH,.SCHAFFTJr;TF MUMBFR OF FMPLOYF.ES NOMBHE OE SALARIES 
EUR9 9f..;, 9'i .... 93,7 95.f, ':IIJ.7 94.? 93.7 9?.3 90.7 89.f, 89.'5 
[') qi',. I 96.5 97.t 97.~ 97.0 %.9 97.f, 97.o 9,.6 94.9 95.1 F ':I"'. I 94.'i 9;>.7 93.9 91:.11 93.1', 92.f, 91. I 89.9 89.5 811.7 r 96. 7 97.n 9"'· '11 %.9 %.6 91'..5 %.5 9'5.7 94 0 11 93.9 9;> 0 A IIIL 91. 3 oQ.ll !iA.'i 89,A 8A 0 II 88 0 A 81'1 0 11 87 0 A 8f. 0 8 85,4 cH,.O R 1H 0 il ijl',.~ 811.1; ac:; • .., 85.~ 1\4 ·" a«.1 63.2 B?.1 80.0 L till.~ l:l'i. 6 lll.1; 84 • c:; 83.'11 8'11.5 113.3 s~.o 81.5 an.11 IJK 97.A .:in."i 90.7 95.<l <n.c; 91 .9 9n.1 IH.? &4.5 8?.5 81 ·" IRL 1u1.;, 111 0 5 1 l n • II 111.1 111 • 5 111. i:; 10<>.<> llJA 0 6 101,.11 106.9 107.t 
nK 1 on.-.. 1un."' 9<>., I U 1. "i 101 .? 100.9 ton.n 91'.. 1 93.9 93.6 95.4 
13 
GRUNDSTOff. UNO PRODUKTIONSGUTERINDUSTRIEN 
INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES 






















PROOUKTI ON SI NOIZES 
PRO AflB EITSTAG 
EUR9 115.6 122.9 119.5 119. 0 125. 0 
D 115.9 124. 0 12 0.1 120 .9 126.5 
F 113.4 119.9 118.2 117.2 121. 3 
I 113.1 119.2 120.9 122.7 127.8 
NL 10 9.4 114.6 111. 4 101.0 122. 0 
B 114.8 121.0 119.5 116.9 125.4 
L 112.4 l 1 5. 5 110.1 10 3.2 109.6 
UK 121.4 130.6 120.3 11 7. q 125.0 
IRL 
DK 119.2 122.7 116.9 127. 0 118.0 
GR 123.0 131.9 132.2 130.4 131. 9 
EURtO 115.6 122. 9 119.5 119. 0 125.0 
SAISONbEf<ElNIGT 
EUR9 11.6 .4 llh.7 
0 118.2 1111. 0 
F 1\5.5 1.14 . ri 
I 11 8 . 11 119.9 
NL 108.4 11 0 . 9 
B 113.9 11 7. 3 
L 10 4. ll ! Ob.2 
UK 11 S.P. 117.2 
IRL 
OK 112.h t 0 7.6 
GR 128. 0 128.CJ 
EllR1 0 \16.4 116. 7 
14 












06 07 08 
I ND ICE S OF PRODUCTION 
PER WORKING UA Y 
114.6 117 .2 105.4 89.1 
111. 0 118.8 106.9 102.6 
119.5 116.U 10 3.3 75.1 
113.2 120.6 117.9 57.1 
123.0 99.0 811.0 83.0 
10 8.4 120.7 83.1 103.8 
94.5 111.8 97.5 74.4 
118.0 116. 7 107.6 103.7 
99.0 130.0 79.0 123.0 
!33.3 129.2 116.8 114.5 
114.6 117 .2 105.4 89. 1 
SEASONALLY AUJUSTEU 
114.8 115. 0 116.2 113 .9 
113.'l 115.3 118.U 116.2 
116.4 113.7 114.2 112.5 
115 • .3 117 . 5 119.1 110.0 
110.2 107.8 109.5 104.5 
10 8 .9 116.1 112. 4 112.7 
99.7 101. 2 99.ll 10 1.b 
117.9 115.9 116.2 118.6 
114.4 1 12. 0 121.1 I 08.8 
1 3 1. 7 127.2 122.4 126.8 
114.8 115.0 11h.2 113.9 


















09 10 11 
115. 5 121.0 125.3 
116.7 120.9 124.9 
115.0 118.9 122.9 
120.3 118.6 126.2 
93.0 
121. 7 124.5 
101.1.2 109.3 110.6 
114.4 124.9 128.8 
134.0 123.0 116.0 
134.2 129.2 135.4 
115.5 121.0 125.3 
115. 7 117.5 116. 5 
115.9 117.2 115.7 
114.8 116.5 115.4 
116.3 113.4 116.5 
104.4 
116.8 11 CJ. 7 
101.b 10 8.1 105.5 
119.3 122.4 12 0 . CJ 
117.5 107.9 105.8 
129.5 126.7 131. 4 






INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
115. 7 -2.8 0.9 
113.4 -2.9 2.2 
120.s -2.1 1.1 
111.6 -11.0 -1.5 
-11.2 1 .1 
-4.8 6.5 
91.3 -8.0 -3.4 
120.3 -1.4 1.9 
98.0 -2.9 -1.0 
-3.7 2.7 
115.7 -2.8 0.9 
OESAISONNALISE 
115.8 1.1 -o.5 
116.1 -0.3 0.3 
116.8 2.1 1.2 
113.6 -0.6 -2.s 
-0.1 
1.6 2.5 
q7 .o 2.s -B.I 
120.s 2.8 -o.3 
113.4 -5.CJ 7.2 
3.0 3.7 
115.8 1.1 -o.s 
INT GRUNDSTOFF- UND PRODUKTIONSGUTERINDUSTRIEN 
INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIES DESBIENS INTERMEDIAIRES 
------------------·-----------------~-----~-------w••••---------------·--·---------------------------------M---------------------
1979 198(J 19/H 1980 191!1 I 
I 








UMSATZ TIJR~!OVER CHIFFRE D•AFFAIRES 
EUR9 14n.n 11n.4 ,,n.c; l!lA •? 1911 0 1 1%.9 176.1 191l.7 205.9 ?OR.O ?O!.O 19?..5 ;:,01.0 202.2 210.6 
0 111, .? 13A .2 152 0 R 1411 .n 154.11 155.9 147.9 152.7 1511.<I 159.8 1&4.1 153.11 1 Sb.4 155.9 164.3 
F 
I 181 .4 ,n,;.2 ?8<;.c; ?&A.a ?98.3 300.7 2118 0 ? ;:,94_g 334.6 341.6 ?93.S 29n.e 315.1 327.7 331.9 
NL 128,? 15<1.? 1s3.n 1e2.n ?02.0 I 7fl .o 151.n ?UI .o 228 0 0 201.0 1911.0 192.6 206.6 203.6 219.1 
A 12?.n 140.7 159.3 155.n 170.9 1&7.9 136 .9 161 .4 167.0 !&7.5 157.4 160.6 158.9 
L 116.<I 134.0 1311.t; 14 l. ll 148.1 ! St .s 124.5 131'1.0 129.1 138.1 131. 3 127.5 129.9 
UK 1b4.? ?00.0 .?14.3 222.4 ?2c;.n 217.4 1%.7 2111.0 229.A .?23.S 220.0 213. t 220.11 221.1 232.0 
IRL 
OK l 31 0 7 151!.2 177.<I 184.7 17<1.7 !90.3 1611.3 177. 3 186.7 201.0 193.7 173.5 189.1 191.9 201.1 
AU!'IFIJHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9' 1U7.? 125.1 136.1', 20;.n ?04.7 ?.02.0 !95.6 220.1.1 160.1 208.8 112.0 
0 15<1.9 188 0 4 ?OR 0 3 202.c; ?2?.3 ?11. t 1%.3 203. 7 ?1(,,.1 202.0 21n.3 
F 14A 0 ? 183 0 A ?J0.3 2U4 0 !'1 21Cl.6 ?23.0 186.9 211.9 219.ll 210.0 213.t 
I I E,Q 0 ll 237 .<I ?09.Q ?20.0 199.3 240.11 2oa.o 215.9 218.ll 
NL 11111. 3 1811.A 221.A 211.n 211a.1 222.A 195.6 2211.i:1 249.2 ?22.9 ?33.4 
UEAL 14Cl 0 II 183.6 213 0 8 .?05.11 22"i.9 229.<I 186.7 21?.7 i:>01.b 20&.9 !97.4 
UK 163.9 ?12.4 2&7., ?48.11 ?6<1.3 ?55.5 257.8 287.4 282.1 
IRL 2U'i. 'I ?4'>.9 ;>BD.7 748.3 1121.0 RU7.9 693.2 112.0 734.6 714.'5 713.8 
OK 147.3 1 !!3 0 8 2oi:1.11 r>1n. s ;>111. 7 210.9 194.7 213.4 229.1 206.2 224.8 
EINFlJHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 13?.8 14'J.A 191.<I tb,.5 181.0 !H.11 163.2 180.0 144.9 173. 7 148.11 
n 159.4 201.1 ?49.3 231 .o 257., 251.7 239. 7 248.8 261.9 i:'48.9 255.0 
F 144.'i 184.0 ?40,q 210.0 ?5?.4 242.9 ?22.0 ?46.3 262.n 248.0 2so.1 
I 152.3 204.1 ?.&3.11 273.9 241l.5 ?63.4 25R.7 288.6 253.8 265.2 267.t 
NL 147.7 189.2 228 0 7 ?lb.II 239.9 ?32.11 213.? ?.2q.5 ?33.4 227.9 230.4 
UEBL 1so.11 185. 5 ?24.8 216.? ?47.7 ?30.4 196.A 224.3 ?44.0 220.8 231.6 
UK 135. 7 112.0 ?011.0 18A 0 3 226.3 201.<1 190.l l'H.b 196.0 
IRL 183.1 211n.4 261! 0 4 ?58.'i ?91.11 ?b2.9 ?4<1."i 269.9 292.5 273.1 278.4 
DK 13c;. ! 17 4. 3 187.? 191'1.<I 201.1 185.5 171. 7 184.3 203.3 177.9 195.5 
LOEHNE UND GF.HAEL. TFR WAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D 111, .o 123.11 132.ll 140.6 120.0 131.3 12q.1 1118.6 123.l 134.3 133.& 135.3 133.2 134.1 136.6 
F 
I 173.A ;:,oo. 1 ?46.o 253.1 2ll3.9 ?41.5 ?.33.5 305.0 ?47.4 305.9 290.6 263.7 272.9 301.ll 311.5 
NL 
A 119.Q I f,1 .5 133.7 152.? 134.6 131 .1 118 .a 1so.o 125.1'1 1311.6 137.4 132.9 116.8 
L !OQ.f, t 13 .11 111.0 118.6 112.7 1111 .a 116.6 120.11 112.1 1111. 3 118.4 116.3 115.9 
UK 
JRL 
DK 13Q. c; ! Sn.9 t6A 0 ?. 111.n 111.11 179.5 154.q 166.6 161.6 177 .11 t5A 0 S 164.0 160.7 167.5 169.7 
ABHAF.Nr.Jr, RESCHAF'FTIGTF NUMBF.R OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 911 0 1! 911. 7 91.. 7 93.4 92.7 9?..4 91.7 90.1 811.4 87.5 87 0 8 
0 93.3 9?.5 93.11 93.3 93.1 93.<; 94.0 93. l 9 I. t 91.l 91.2 
F 95.11 93.7 92.3 93.1 93.0 93.2 9?.2 90.9 89.9 89.3 8A.4 
I 91',.0 9'i.3 911.4 95.0 94.6 94.6 94.5 93 0 A 93.l 9?..3 91.2 
NL 9rJ.? 811.2 87.7 811.n 8A 0 0 811 .• o !!8.0 87.0 86.0 81 .r; 9,.11 
B 85.b 84.7 82.3 83.3 83.11 82.5 82.3 81.0 78.9 78.5 
L ac;.11 8?.3 7Q. 1 ao.q 7q_7 79.6 78 .11 78 .11 76 0 5 75.A 
IJK 97.2 95.7 89.2 94.A 92.5 90.7 81'1.4 85.1 82.5 ao.s H. 5 
IRL 107 .2 111.7 110.c; 1n.1 11 t • 9 113.3 !OCI., 107.3 101.1 108.3 111. 4 
OK 1oa.n 1011. 3 100.1 IO'i.? 103.<I 103.2 100.q 94.9 91.0 9?.11 93.4 
15 
INVESTITIONSGUTERINDUSTRIEN 
CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRIES 
INDUSTRIES DES BIENS D'INVESTISSEMENT 
PRODUKTION UNO B~SCHAEFTIGUNG 
TENDENZ EUR 













1975 = 100 
PRODUCTION ANO EMPLOYMENT PRODUCTION ET EMPLOI 
TREND EUR TENDANCE EUR 
1915:100 
NACE 1-l NACE 1-l 
PRODUCTION PRODUCTION 
EMPLOYMENT EMPLOI 












1978 1979 198 0 
PROOUKTIO NSI NO IZES 
PRO ARBEITSTAG 
EUR9 10 4.9 10 8.8 113.2 
D 1D4 0 4 11D.3 117 .ir 
F IU4 0 8 10 2.6 10 4.4 
I 112.6 122.3 137. 0 
NL 107. D 109.7 113.3 
B 109.3 112.4 10 8.7 
L 91.8 'll.1 94.4 
UK 98.7 100 .2 'l7. 0 
IRL 
DK 113.2 117. 7 120. 0 
GR 98.4 106.1 113. 3 
EURIO 104.9 10 8.8 113.2 




















































12 0 .3 
10 1.7 
1 4 3.4 
1 u,. Cl 
l ll b • 4 
9 5.'l 
9 2. 0 
10 9.2 
115.5 
11 3 . 8 
12 














19 8 1 
0 6 0 7 
OF PRO DU CTI ON 
WORK ING DAY 
123.5 10 1.2 
13 0 . 0 104.7 
12 8 .2 88. 0 
148.1 147.3 
11 'l.O 97 . o 
111. 4 66.7 
95.7 9 1.1 




SEAS ONALLY ADJ US TED 
114. 9 115. 0 113. 7 
117. 7 121 . 7 117.9 
1 2 3.1 112.8 10 1. 0 
14 0 .3 14 0 . 8 148.9 
11 0 . s 111. 0 115.5 
96.4 11 0 . 6 96. 8 
89.5 92. 0 94.4 
9 0 .1 8 11.4 88. 0 
118. 5 119.2 12s.1 
112. 0 114. El 115.6 














11 8 . D 
11 0 .4 








......... ...... , ...... ... ____ _ 
90 
1.980 
0 9 10 11 
119.7 114.7 125.0 
121.8 118.4 128.8 
112.0 10 5.2 115.7 
165.3 1 4 9.8 172.8 
111. 0 
113.6 115.7 
91.6 89.4 99.7 
92.5 91.D 93.6 
136.0 126.0 125.o 
119.4 124.8 134.0 
119.7 114.8 125.0 
116.1 112.5 115.0 
119.3 118.5 118.3 
113.8 1os.2 10 8.4 
154.4 138.2 151.3 
106.3 
10 4.9 1 10 .4 
8 9. 1 8b.b 'l2 .9 
89.5 8 9.9 88.9 
124.6 115.9 116.7 
117.5 122.4 130.1 








I ND ICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
126.3 D.5 •4.4 
126.5 1.5 -8.4 
146.2 3.3 -11.5 
161.2 6.0 8.9 
0.9 -2.6 
-6.1 8.2 
78.7 -3.4 -6.6 
86.4 -8.4 -2.4 
126.0 -1.9 •10.6 
1.9 16.3 
126.3 o.5 -4.11 
DESAISONNALISE 
109.1 -1.4 -5.2 
107.3 -3.1 -9.3 
105.6 -3.6 -2.6 
150.3 1.5 -0.1 
-4.8 
-1.0 5.3 
84.2 -4.5 -9.3 
87.6 -0.1 -1.4 
1011.9 -1.0 -10.1 
8.1 6.2 
109.2 -1.3 -5.1 
INV INVESTITIONSGUTERINDUSTRIEN 
CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRIES 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIES DES BIENS D'INVESTISSEMENT 
----------------------~---------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------·--·-1979 19AlJ IC/Al 1<180 1981 I 
I 








IIM1';ATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRES 
EUR<l t 45.1 1 &0. t 11c:i.;, 181.2 111:,., 181 .a t f>f,.Q 192.4 182.t 188.3 179.9 180.8 183.& 185.7 191.2 
0 128 0 ? 137 .? 147.3 15?.!, 14?.5 146.9 140.5 !59.2 142.8 149,7 150.7 148.IJ 147.5 14lJ,5 156.8 
F 
I t 77 .? ;>Qf,.f, ?56,Q ?5'i. 1 24?.4 ?74.4 ?llJ.3 ?91.5 291 .6 310.3 2b?.6 267.7 ?92.4 ?98.4 300.4 
NL 113. 7 1 21. ;> 125.t 1311. "I 11?. "I 122.7 119. 3 146.0 111. 3 127.0 127.7 t2C!.3 122.7 125.8 133.4 
A 128.1 I 37 .s 145,3 162.f, ! b0.6 150.2 11 R.A t5l 0 n 144.0 lb2.5 138.7 140.8 154.t ~ L 11 3.6 14'i.6 tb3.5 181.f, 171. 7 1b5.4 150.a lb6.7 t b'i.9 131.'5 156.7 1&4.6 133.8 
UK tb2 0 A t 811. 4 203.f, 200.?. 214 •. 4 19<1.5 1%.& 203.A 200.5 1cis.3 1<111.n 203.0 1ci5.o 194.3 201.4 
IRL 
DK 13'i. 7 14A 0 l lb0.7 185.7 t6t.o 156.7 130.3 195.0 157.3 1s1.o 1&1.3 168.D 160.t 1ao.2 184.4 
AUFTRAGSFINGAENGF 
-
Gt:~AMT NEW l'.IROERS 
-




0 124. "I 137. "I 140.? , 411.n t50.7 t3&.ll 130.1 143.0 14Q.2 145.t 140.8 137.4 141.7 149.4 14C!.8 
F 
I 
NL 119.3 11&.8 122.1 126.0 117. 7 121.n t 17. 7 132.n 126.3 t2f,.7 138.3 1211.2 12ci.1 12&.8 142.0 




DK 152. "I t 81 .R 191.3 23f..f, ?.O-'.n 180.11 14;,. I 234.C! 221.fi ?.24.6 235.6 207.5 21&.2 230.5 2s1.o 
AUSFllHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EURC/ t 44. t ,so.6 1b7.'i 1b7 0 A !SA.? tb?.3 t5ci.ci 190.5 134.0 176.5 144.5 
0 156.1 166.2 17<l.5 184.? 175.6 17CJ.& 1 &9.0 1ci1t.6 177.6 180.7 181.3 
F I ll7 .& 17"'.8 183.4 201.7 177 .1 190.6 163.4 203.3 193 0 5 188.6 194.2 
I 15&.c:i 17"i.7 204.3 224.6 180.A ?OC!.4 18&.5 241 .o 18<1.2 ;>09.5 211.8 
NL 137 .4 151.1.1 174,6 1b2.6 tb7.4 1bA 0 f. 110.0 193.7 169.3 185.& 177.8 
UEF.IL lbt.n ! 72.11 191.2 200.c; 199.1 197.7 tb7.f, 201.1 183.'5 187.C! 181.7 
UK t 4n .1 151.7 211.3 155.7 177.4 225.9 ?.OS. 7 237 .2 234.5 J 
IRL ?2?.. c; ?<l4.'-l 395.9 325.5 36?.5 40&.2 381.6 433.9 474.0 432 .1 1183.9 
OK 123.0 137 .Q 15&.7 158.'i 141\. 7 1 &:>.1 147.4 171.6 171 .1 160.4 173.6 
EINFllHP IMPORTS IMPORT A TI ONS 
EUR9 11i:.11 193.1.1 ?33.11 ?13.o ?17 .4 ?34.t 2211.1 .?56. 3 199.0 249.3 20lJ.8 
n 191.0 22/J.4 ?5lJ.'i 21.1ci. 7 21.1ci. t 2&R 0 C! 243. 7 277 .2 .284.6 263.4 285.Q 
F 158.t 1.83.5 22,.c:i 202.1 ?09,n 22A 0 9 20?.A 247.4 241.7 237.& 241.8 
r 14f>.IJ 175.? 2411."> 216.7 207.7 223.7 ?bO. 3 303.1 23'5.t 278.4 255.l 
NL 1SQ.? f7Q 0 0 183.2 t 911. 3 181.7 188.6 tbci.n 194 0 S 180.7 183.C! 182.t 
LIEBL 157.A 17?. 7 tC!lJ 0 0 1 %.A 195.7 ?07.8 189.7 203.3 191.9 19S. I 1<13.6 
UK 185 0 A ?.17.4 28?..f. 23?..4 252. I 340.7 255.f, 283.t 28&.7 I 
IRL 224.? ?8&.3 308.3 2b1.7 31a.o ?<15.3 ?96. 7 328.7 33'5.lJ 34'5.& 323.Q 
DK 152.0 14R. 9 140.7 1b2.6 153.l 13ci.11 1211.1 142.5 128.& t2b.S 132.5 
LOEHNE UNO GFHAEI. TF.R WAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
F.:UR9 
D 122.9 13?. t 143.'i 145.? 130,C! 141.Q 14'i.4 t55 0 A 134.1 14C!.3 151. I 148.3 143.5 14C! 0 D 150.6 
F 
I 170.R 1aci.1 2311.? 236.! !99. t 22n 0 A 2211.s 2911.& 243.3 29?.7 29?.C! 258.5 26ci.s 299.3 304.2 
NL 
A 119.f, 131. 3 1110.1 159.? 13f>.1 140,8 123.& 1sci.1 136.2 138.5 137.7 t 41. '5 139.0 
L 12f>.4 129.5 t4n.a 143.3 12ci., 154.7 141 .2 tb0.7 144.2 1b7.7 151.9 15&.5 158.9 
IIK 
IRL 
DK 1211.n 144.7 1 b2 .? 157. "I 1b4,2 1b7 0 A 1 so. 3 1b6.4 171.R 1ao.a !b0.9 !bit.& 167.4 173.5 175.2 
AbHAFNt.lf. RESCHAFFT IIHF NUMBFR OF FMPLOYE"ES NOMBRE OE SALARIES 
EUR9 97.11 C!7.? 9'i,9 97.5 9f>.7 %.3 'J"i.A 911.5 93.n <11.5 91.0 
o 911.1 9q.n 100.2 1 on., 100.n 100.n 100.1, 100.1 99.2 (jA 0 II 911.7 
F 9r...o 911.5 9"1.'i 94.,: 94. n 911.0 93.11 92.5 91.5 90.9 90.3 
t <jR 0 /l 100.11 9CJ.7 100,A 100,3 1UO.;> qc:i.1 98.7 97.7 96.IJ 94 0 A 
NL 90.;> 9n.n ac:i.1 90.n u<i.n aci.o 9?.0 8c:i.o 87.0 81,.9 8&.'5 
A 9i: 0 n 93. 1 93. "I 94.'l: 93.R 9/J.3 92.7 92.f, 93.7 87.'5 
L q7 ·" 9'i 0 R t 01. f. 97.7 9"1.1 l Ut. I 102.'5 103."I 1011.n 103.2 
UK 9A 0 11 91,,. 7 91 0 'i %.n 94.n Q?.11 90 0 1\ 811.3 85.5 82.7 81 .'i 
lRL 12n. q 1.5f).c:i 137."I 136.R 137.? '3f>.f, 13~.A 13c:i.1 138.0 137.4 13Q.i? 
DK 9A .1~ 9Q.IJ 1un.2 ,on., 102.n 100 ·" 1on.;, QA.? ci1.o %.& 9f>.7 
17 
VERBRAUCHSGUTERINDUSTRIEN 
CONSUMER GOODS INDUSTRIES 








PRODUKTION UNO BESCHAEFTIGUNG 
TENDEN2 EUR 















PRO ARB EI TSTAG 
EUR9 113.4 117 .8 115. 7 120.9 123.7 
D 115.U 118.6 114.5 117. 5 126.8 
F 119.4 124.6 123.9 129.B 129.1 
I 115.1 127.8 133. 4 140.B 141.8 
NL 109.3 111.2 112.1 123.0 124. 0 
B 104.9 108.3 108.1 111.3 112.4 
L 98.U 102.3 105.1 99.6 10 2.a 
UK 107 .n 106.4 98.4 102.2 10 3.5 
IRL 
DK 107.B 111. 8 114.8 126.0 113. 0 
GR 124.6 127.9 128.4 I 31.5 1211.6 
EUR!O 113.5 111\.0 115.9 121 .o 123.8 
SAISON8FREH1Ir,T 
EUR9 112. 'l 11? .CJ 
I) 11 0.,J 11 ~. 1 
F 122.n I 1'1. 7 
t 131. ;> 13~.9 
NL 111.,-., 11 ~. 6 
A 1 Oh .1 1 LJ /,.A 
L lln.f. 1 Ull . -,: 
llK 911.Q cn.Q 
IRL 
OK t 1 f>.;> 1 (JQ ./, 
Gf< 12£1.11 1 211. 4 
F.UR 10 11 ~.1 11 ~.1 
18 













I ND ICES OF PR OD UCTI OI~ 
Pl:.R WORK I NG DAY 
109.3 117. 5 102.7 
10 9.4 111 .8 97.0 
120.3 128.7 101.u 
120.6 134.3 132.1 
11 7. 0 114.0 103.0 
93.9 112.9 77.4 
98.6 112.8 105.2 
90.3 93.4 90.1 
106.0 125.0 100.0 
130.1 141.5 142.5 
109.n 117. 7 103.0 
SFASONALLY ADJUSTED 
111 .n 11? .R 112 .9 
1U'l.3 11 3. I !!?.? 
11 'l. 9 12n.1 11 A. 7 
12A. 1 121\ .£1 129.Q 
111. ~ 111.c; 11 a .n 
99. 'i tOFl.ll 104. Q 
l 0 4. '\ tu ;>. c; 101.'i 
93. 3 q;> ·" 93./, 
11 IJ ,R l 1 'l. 5 120. 0 
1 31. ll 136 .1 1 3/, .A 

























1975 = 100 
















09 10 11 
118.5 12U.6 123.8 
116.2 121.3 125.5 
125.7 127.0 129.7 
142.2 134.5 139.7 
117.0 
113.9 116.(J 
100.9 102.u 98.7 
95.5 1u2.2 103.0 
135.0 131.U 125.0 
!62.5 136.8 135.6 
118.8 120.8 123.8 
11'1.0 tP.4 112. 9 
114. 1 114.0 112.1 
119. 7 117. 9 118.2 
127.2 123 .6 129.2 
t ! ll. 4 
106.5 109.7 
1 Q;>. '3 105.5 100.n 
93.? 94.6 93.5 
123.3 120.?. 121. ll 
135.h 13n. 5 136.3 





I 1~DICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
109.8 -2.4 0.5 
109.8 -0.5 0 0 3 
123.7 -3.1 2.8 
118.4 -4.4 -1.8 
o.8 2.6 
-2.3 4.2 
92.6 -1.7 -6.1 
89.0 -4.8 -1.4 
109.0 3.1 2.8 
3.8 5.4 
109.8 -2.4 0.2 
OESAISONNALISE 
t 11.B -0.3 -1.0 
110.4 -1 .ll -1.5 
122.5 -0.1 3.7 
125.3 0.5 •3.0 
3.8 
O.ll 3.0 
98.6 -2.3 -1 .5 
92.5 -0.1 -1.1 
1 lll. 6 -o.?. -2.3 
-1.] ll.ll 
111 .a -n.11 -1 .1 
CON VERBRAUCHSGUTERINDUSTRIEN 
CONSUMER GOODS INDUSTRIES 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIES DESBIENS DE CONSOMMATION 
------~---------------------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------aM•~-----------------··-
I T 1979 19RU 19111 1980 t 9111 I 
I I I 
I 1978 1979 19110 I IV. J. Il. TIJ. IV. J. II• II I. IV. I• II• I II. I 
I T I 
I SB - AOJ - CVS I 
-----------------------•••••••••••-M--------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------
UMSATZ TIJFINOVER CHIFFRE o•AFFAIRES 
EUR9 143.? 159.5 171!.R 175.1 174. 3 !&9.8 171.11 183.9 181.7 18&.0 19t'1 0 0 t 78.1 182.4 187.2 194.3 
0 11 Cl. 9 127 .11 , 3&. f) 135.9 1 36 .11 13?.0 1311. l 11! t. 2 140.9 137.2 1110.ci 137.4 1110.1 139.4 143.l 
F' 
I Ul1 0 7 ;:,23.0 ;>1,9.f, 2511.1 2&3.3 ?62.7 ;)6?.fl 289.7 288.7 310.7 309.5 279. 7 288.2 310.9 321.0 
NL 123.? 130.5 137 .? 1110.n t 30.0 t37.n 137 .n 145.0 139.0 151.0 !51 .• o 1111.2 143.5 148.5 152.4 
B t23.n 1311.1 139.f, 11!0.n 14?.3 139.11 132.7 11111.0 1113.9 t t,O. t 1111 .1 1112.2 156 0 5 : 
L 119.9 133. 7 145. 5 133.7 t 1!1.11 l 51. t t 49. I t 1!0 .e. 142.6 156.3 11!8.0 146.l 148.8 
UK tb1.'i 179.3 16Q.f, 197 .11 19?.A 181 .8 185.0 198.9 193.S 193.4 199.9 190.6 191!.0 195.5 204.4 
IRL 
OK 13A.?. 149.1 !&7.9 15A.O 1 till. 7 163.7 169.7 173. 7 1ao.o 162.3 201.3 172.7 181.7 1B2.3 199.9 
AUSFllHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 15A 0 f> 149.1 177.1 1911.7 191. 11 J9A 0 3 201!.3 223.9 185.3 213.7 194.9 
D 176.9 201.6 ?20.3 219.? 225.1 217 .3 212.0 ?27.9 23A.O 219.3 233.2 
F 155 0 11 J7Q.? ?.05.2 197.'5 201.s ?04.7 195.2 ?19.8 224.3 2111.8 221.4 
I 11:,Q.11 ;:,011. 11 ?15.2 ?46.? ?2?.2 200. 7 206.? ?31.9 213.l 208.8 217 .11 
NL 153.7 11n.1 185.7 179. FI 186.2 181.9 180.3 194.3 199.3 188.3 197.t 
UEBL 165.9 181.'i ?Ol O 3 ?06.3 ?09.I! 20?.3 180.7 ?12.8 ?15.4 200.9 209. l 
UK 1 Sfl. 9 16R.2 19/1.A 181.11 !88.7 191.1 199.7 217. I 211 .1 I 
IRL 165.6 l 911.11 2111. 7 229.'i 187 .? 196. 7 246.3 229.0 171.8 217.4 196.1 
DK 143.c; 159.6 1H,.7 169.2 170.? 166.9 t 77. 7 19?.l 199.0 188.6 200.1 
EINFIIHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 169.7 200.1 227.3 221.8 225.7 219.9 223.11 240.7 190.2 234.4 195.3 
0 11;.1 195.5 ?17 .I! ?111.6 ;,2n.6 ?12.11 2111.11 ?27.2 2110.1 222.0 234.7 
F 177. 7 204.2 ?34.? 227.? 2311.? 227.'5 223.1 252.8 258 0 1\ 243.7 253.6 
I 163.3 ?.O'i.1 ?39.0 257 .11 ?17.11 226.3 21111.0 266.3 225.A 2110.11 239.4 
NL 1&9.l 188.f, 199.t 205.1 206.9 1911.1 191!.9 201.0 202.0 196.0 200.7 
UERL 175.6 19?.6 ?11.3 214.9 22?.7 ?03.9 2011.1 211!.8 224.7 207.8 217.4 
UK 150.q 187.6 197.t 199.11 ;:,01 .1 1CJ2.3 18CJ.2 206.0 200.3 
IRL ?111.2 ?.74.7 311. 3 283.3 317.11 289.l 303.6 33f>.3 351.3 337 .1 348.1 
DK 159.'i 180.Q tH.3 191!.2 1911.2 110.11 170.6 178.t 187.2 171.9 181.5 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER WAGES AND SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D 119. 3 126.A 1311.4 tilt.? 123.1 131. 7 133.0 1 IICJ .6 126.5 134.5 13'i.3 137.S 135.0 135.9 137 .1 
F 
I 176.?. ;,0,.1 258.3 ?bi!.? 205.l 236.0 259.5 332.11 256.2 307.5 315.5 282.3 2cio.1 318.7 3Z2.9 
NL 
B 11'1. 7 126.6 12t.7 1114.1 121.0 t1f>. 7 107.9 1111.2 118.1 147.8 122.3 121.9 147.9 : 
L 130.3 136.5 141!.6 11!7.6 131.6 145.6 140.9 160.3 1112.7 156.3 148.8 1s1.1 154.6 
UK 
IRL 
OK 133.'5 111ci.9 162.11 160.6 160.7 169.0 153.11 166.3 165.3 16&.0 161.9 164.2 164.7 !59.& 169.3 
ABHAFNGIG BESCHAEFT l G TI: NUMBER OF FMPLOYEES NOMBRE OE SALARIES 
EUR9 95.7 95.? 93.n 95.o 93.7 CJ3.4 CJ3.2 91.f> 89.8 8CJ.1 89.11 
D 95.11 9'5.7 9"i • .., 96. "l CJ5.4 95.l 9'5.7 95.0 93.1 92.0 91.9 
F 9n.8 96.1 93.9 9'5.? 94.6 95.1 911.1 9?.0 90.7 90.8 90.2 
I 95.2 911.5 94.6 9/~ .2 911.0 94.4 95.3 94.4 93 0 5 93.3 n.3 
NL 89.7 87.7 85.0 87.? 85.2 85.2 86.? 83.i? 82.2 81.4 81.8 
B 85.4 82.6 79 .1 81 .i? 80.'5 78.9 78.9 711.1 76.5 75.2 
L 911.n 911.3 95.7 95.7 95.3 95.9 9f>.O 95.5 95.3 95.? 
UK 911.n 97.3 91 .5 97.0 911. 1 92.11 91.1 811.1! 85.6 81!.6 83.7 
IRL ,os.11 107.9 101! 0 /I 108.7 106.0 105.4 103.6 tOi?.11 99.2 98.8 99.5 














PRODUKTION NACE 1- 4 
PRODUKTION NACE 11-16 
1911 1918 
1978 1979 191\0 
1980 




PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 11-16 
1919 
191\1 
06 07 08 
PROOUKTIONSINDJZES INDICES OF PRODUCTION 
.PRO ARBEITSTAG PfR WORKING DAY 
EUR9 1 211.1 13'i.6 134.4 132.7 t 49.9 154.4 1211.0 119.0 . 112 .8 
0 114.?. 12?.3 119.? 11A. 7 134.?. 134.7 107.? 101.4 99.6 
F 11 s.o 121 .3 123. 'i 119.A UA. 4 153.P. 112.A 104.3 89.8 
I 114 .9 !lA. 5 I lh.5 1 lh.9 \27.2 1211. 5 104.5 109.3 88.6 
NL 109.R 11 'i.2 110.2 !O'i.7 125.0 129.9 
8 11 1 0 A t 1? .1 t 14 .1 106.~ 131.1 1111.0 103.R 88.3 95.5 
L t04.n 100.9 
UK 159.? 1 81\. 7 189.t 1811.? 2011.0 21h.5 1 7?. .11 169.1 l ot,.6 
IRL 
OK t Oil. A 109.5 l 01 .3 101.n 1on.o Rh.n 121 .n 84.n t19.0 
GR 123.0 134.4 136. n 129.4 1311.9 141.7 13'i.1 !39.9 134.t 
F.UR10 1211.1 135.h 134.ll 132.7 1119.9 154.4 1211.0 119.0 112.8 
SAISONBERFI~IIGT SF.ASONAL LY "UJUSTED 
EUR9 I 311. 7 I 3h. 11 13h. 9 I 37. 9 139.1 136.11 
I') 119.;, 120.c; 120.A 121. 11 121. 3 119.7 
F 123.4 12'i. 3 132.4 127.2 127.6 122.4 
I Ith.II 11 "· 9 11 'i. 7 11 'i. 3 1211.7 1111. 5 
NL 109.? 1 1'1 .5 109.2 
A 1011.n 1111.1 1 Oh. 3 1011.1 106. 'i ] Oil.I 
L 
UK I g;,. 3 I 9'i.? 1911.? 1 gn.;, ! 91 ·'' 194.1 HIL 
DK 8'i.9 83.1 79.R IH,.3 89.11 BR.Ii 
GR I 3 t. 'i 13c;.2 13h.4 139.h t 41. 3 137.1 




PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 11-16 
NACE 11/16 












112 .2 126.5 
109.6 112. II 





137 .6 142.3 
1111.1 121. 4 
125. l 129.9 


































142. I 2.0 -0.1 
119. 5 . 123.4 l. 5 3.2 




201.9 203.8 5.4 0.9 
711. 4 74.5 -17 .11 0.2 
145.8 11.2 o.o 
1112.1 2.0 -0.1 
NACE 11/16 ENERGIE 
ENERGY 
1975 = 100 ENERGIE 
-------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------··-----------------------------------·--·---I 1979 19Au 19R1 1980 19111 I 
I I 












I 18R.1 22'i.3 ;>73.'i 25'3.3 ?81.3 no. 1 229.7 'H?..5 43?.5 327.2 'H8.4 303. 7 401.0 348.7 354.4 
NL 134.5 
B 107.? 119.R I &3. '3 t 3'i.1 173.2 157.'5 t30. 7 191.8 i?02.9 tb9.7 184.1 183.4 174.2 
L 
UK 174.'3 ?37.3 3011.t ?62.r:; 322 .• 9 ?8.5.'5 272. l :n&.o 3b6 0 R 335.5 33'5.4 319.7 327.8 347.5 3bt 0 0 
IRL 
DK 
A USFlJHR E'.XPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 1111.r:; 1&1\ 0 4 149.'3 ?1R 0 3 ;:,511. '5 ?&1.3 ?IJ(l 0 f, 287.5 t&o.o 273.8 182.7 
I) 11,'i.a I 9ll.A ?42.7 2U6.9 ?.3t.4 254.3 ?.37.t 2118.0 272.2 249.9 271.8 
F 151 .i::; ?41 .2 309.11 ?72. 7 ?.511.5 3011.8 320.11 355.4 333.1 358.4 349.7 
I 110.n 245.3 ?03.7 209.11 179. t 243 0 R 180.8 213.0 195.7 
NL 1 3q.1 1 9;;.1 ?56.A ?27.4 ;>7'i.7 ?51 0 8 2111.3 281.3 319.9 27'.!i.1 289.2 
UEBL 1 LI? .f.> ?4'5.5 365.11 31 o. 3 335.LI 1100.1 3&4.9 3&0.6 34.?.2 366.5 364.2 
UK 2b1.n 493.t 794.0 I', 11:> .11 l:>93.6 739.4 1114.4 928.A 930.t I 
IRL 110.i 59.q 114.f.l 92.f, bfl 0 A 84. 3 1 3&. 7 l&A.5 187.5 151.9 194.9. 
OK , u;.n 18'i 0 0 183.7 ?33.? 20A 0 'i 211.9 1 &2 .2 152.2 218.2 151.9 210.1 
EINFIIHR IMPORTS IHPORTA TI ONS 
EUR9 125.0 146.5 2U9 0 6 160.6 lbR.7 112.0 tbJ.4 190.7 tSf.1.1 180.5 159.9 
f) t5t.3 ?20./1. 29"i 0 A ?.511 0 3 297.4 ?95.7 275.9 314.4 341.4 312.4 336.3 
F 134.q 180 0 11 27R 0 'l 219.3 270.8 2&7.4 ?&9.5 304.2 320.2 299.9 308.7 
J I 35.?. 17?.6 ?55.1 24?.. 3 212.7 ?49. t 25'i.9 302.6 2&9.0 280.4 284.9 
NL 139.ll 211.11 ?85.0 ;>56.? 285.6 ?87.0 2&3.3 304.0 :rno.8 301.6 298.4 
IJEBL 143.? t 90.ll 271. 7 2.39.4 n5.6 2&8.t 241.8 301.11 333.fi 292.5 325.5 
UK 97.f, 119.2 153.6 140.0 1&6.2 152.8 t 37. 7 157.5 157.0 I 
tRL 139.7 ?10.8 287.9 2&1.3 314.9 281.9 ?.911.8 259.9 323.7 271.2 301.8 
DK 123.t 18?.2 213.5 ;>05.J ?.3?..9 ?08.8 1911. 7 217. 7 2&7.0 212.1 255.9 
ABHAENGIG RESCHAEFTIGTF NUMBER OF FMPLOYF.ES NOHBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 
0 
F 97.11 9h. 9 %.1 91'i.6 96.'5 96.7 %.9 96.8 97.0 97.3 97.5 
I 102.3 102.7 103.5 102.9 102.8 103.2 103.8 104.4 104.8 105.2 105.& 
NL 911.'i 
8 89.? 87.6 86.4 87 .;:, 87.t 85.9 6&.6 85.q 85.3 85.6 
L 




ERZEUGUNG UND ERSTE BEARBEITUNG VON METALLEN 
PRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY PROCESSING OF METALS 
PRODUCTION ET PREMIERE TRANSFORMATION DES METAUX 















EUR9 110.c; 1 lf>. 4 
D 110.0 119.1 
F 113.ll 1 tA.IJ 
I 1 1 O .? 11 c;. 7 
NL 113.9 115.5 
R 119.3 129.1 
L 10 9.h 113. 5 
UK 1011.Q I Of. 0 6 
IRL 85.3 87.? 
DK 137.7 136.9 
GR 11 'i.2 11<1.s 
EURlO 110.c; 116.IJ 














PRODUKTION NACE 1- 4 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 
PRODUKTION NACE 22 
BESCHAEFT IGUNG NACE 
1911 0 
109.9 
t 16. 4 


























I l'l. O 
106.<; 
1. 24. 7 
1on.ci 
1 11 • 4 
10 2.c; 
&A.;> 
7 IJ. 1 















11 0 .n 






1 l) ?. 2 
7;:, .r, 
7 Q .1, 
1UA. c; 
11A.2 











I 0 1. 9 
87. 6 
64.7 













OF PRODUCTIO N 
WORKIMG DAY 
11 'i. 3 102.0 
119. 7 lOR.O 
122.7 108.1 
111\. 3 112.7 
129. 0 116.0 
121.7 8 7. II 
I 00 0 6 83.3 
92.11 77 .3 

















116 .4 112.7 102.6 
115.3 102.n 83.1 
SFASO NALLY ADJUSTED 
1U?.3 106. t 10 6. A 104.4 
1 13. n l 10.CJ 114.4 107.4 
106.? 11 n. c; 111..6 10 9.3 
114.9 1 H>.1 114.2 1 l)9.6 
86.0 12 t. 2 12n.5 117.4 
10 5. 0 115. 7 111. 3 111 • 7 
93.7 811.? 87.? 94.7 
7 2. 1 7Q.7 77 .2 82.8 
711.9 74. 'i 87. 3 74.9 
1 13.A 125.4 1 33. l 135.8 
130.n 11 .... "i 114.n 10 9.9 
102.s 10 6.? 10 6 .7 1u 11.3 
NACE 22 
1975 = 100 
PRODUCTION ET. EMPLOI 
TENOANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1- 4 
EMPLOI NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 22 









09 10 11 
113. 0 114.3 117. I 
116.2 1 18.0 121 .8 
t 16. 4 116.11 1111. 3 
130.1 127.8 134.~ 
124.8 111\ 0 4 
87.8 95 . 7 100.9 
86. t 92 . 9 %.3 
611.2 69.5 88.9 
153.0 137.0 136.0 
116.0 \ 09.6 115.7 
1 13.0 114.3 117 .1 
107.9 110.2 111. 3 
111. 4 114.CJ 116.5 
I 11.9 112.2 109.7 
120.1 121 .? 126. 7 
12? .6 11 CJ.8 
86.4 95.5 9 6.5 
81.CJ 84.CJ 86.8 
66.5 71.9 84.3 
139.7 13n.A 120.2 
l OA.5 104 .5 117.0 





INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
-4.2 6. 5 
105.;'l -3.0 10.5 
-6.8 4.0 
•4.5 5 .6 
-8.1 
-10.0 9.8 
78.9 •16.6 -9.9 
73.;'l 9.6 13.3 
-6.8 10.1 




3.8 I 0 0 




83.7 2.7 •13.2 
82.CJ 5.2 -11.5 
-5.9 11.2 
116.3 -10.1 -3.2 
-2.? 12.0 
3.ll 1.l 
NACE 22 ERZEUGUNG UNO ERSTE BEARBEITUNG VON METALLEN 
PRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY PROCESSING OF METALS 
1975 = 100 PRODUCTION ET PREMIERE TRANSFORMATION DES METAUX 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1979 19fl0 1981 I 1980 1981 I 
I I 
1978 1979 19RO IV. t. IT• IIT. IV. I• II• I II. I IV. I. II. III• I 
I I 
I SB • ADJ • CVS I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··---~ 
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 131.7 1s11.q 158.1 1&7.q 161.0 172.6 14R 0 0 150.9 155.7 161.8 151."3 151.1 154.2 153,6 158.7 
0 102.f> 119.4 !30,R 125,8 140.6 ! 31. 7 125.0 126.1 124.2 128.2 127.4 129.8 123.1 125.1 128.2 
F 
I 11q.1 216.4 ?.61.6 249.6 ?.80.0 275.9 242.4 ?.48.? 269,4 269,7 232.7 250.0 257.0 259.4 257.5 
NL 120.1 140.2 1112.5 147.0 148.0 152.0 136.0 I 34,0 141.0 lSCJ.O 156.0 135,3 141.0 149.3 159., 
B 117 .o 1 37. 7 152.7 1119.3 774.6 173.t 124.8 13R.1 1111.2 157.9 137 .5 135.4 146.4 
L 117 .? 135.3 139.3 1112.6 153.2 154.9 125.9 123.1 119. 7 126.4 127.0 117 .o 117. 7 
UK 161.':I 190.0 142.4 202.9 112.1 !82,4 136~6 138.5 145.1 153.7 143.3 131.1 151.7 140.0 149.4 
IRL 
DK 157,Q 177 .2 196,5 214,3 221.3 218.0 174 0 0 172,7 186,0 206.D 184.3 166.7 178.l 193.6 211.1 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXPORT A TI ONS 
EUR9 101 .n 120.5 137. l 13fl.6 !36. 7 131.6 131 .1 14CJ.1 111.0 132.3 12s.1 
0 136.2 15g.5 181.6 176.0 197,8 180,6 176.3 171.8 172.8 16g.4 172.8 
F 130.t 156.2 190.q 182.3 206.8 2111.3 t5q,f1 182.6 184~2 . 1 H,.8 179.3 
I 152,3 156.5 170,6 183.8 163.6 181,4 152.2 185,3 154.4 t&E,.9 1611.S 
NL 1411.4 188.':I 211.2 209.1 237,4 227.9 18R,l 191.2 198.6 194.4 t90.9 
UEBL 135.6 163.8 190.4 180.3 212.7 217 _g 155.6 17S,2 157.3 l 71. l 150.2 
UK 111.q 96.3 121. 3 121.5 12S,6 112.2 119.R 127.5 96,0 I 
IRL 141.1 l 39. 7 175.':I 149,7 214.0 190.1 151.5 148.! 155.8 158.3 150.2 
DK 21n.1 ?7?.8 2':17.3 334.? 321.q 330.1 266.0 271.1 283.0 269.6 274.5 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 124.8 165,0 211.1 191.2 235.9 221.8 20S,7 204.9 141.8 201.9 157.3 
D 16S.n 20':1.0 245.3 224.2 275.2 ?45.8 242.4 217.9 204.7 225.4 199,5 
F 128.6 161.9 1.97,9 178.l 234 0 5 205.7 166.6 184.9 179,4 t9t.4 172.4 
I 11q.1 251.? 28':l.1 342.6 279.3 297.2 28q.9 290.0 226.0 258.8 249.8 
NL 133.1 153,5 185,S 171.1 200.0 1q9,q 171.3 170.9 155,0 170,8 154.1 
UEBL 132,Q 165.6 229.2 19Q,6 264.2 233.4 1CJ9.1 220.1 213.3 219.8 212.2 
UK 97,8 129.0 2H,.6 151.6 260.':I 245. l 200.5 159,9 141.3 I 
IRL 192.3 2o?.O 254,5 291. ,. 256.0 281.3 218.9 261.7 243,9 261.'5 247.9 
DK 144,3 176,3 187,3 205.3 207.3 199.o 177 .4 165.7 158.3 157. 5 156.7 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER WAGES AND SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D 108.7 116.1 124.t 130.7 114.o 123.7 122.6 135.4 116.1 123.2 124.5 126.6 124.0 123.4 125.8 
F 123.8 130,4 140.9 134.7 136.4 140.7 142.7 143.8 143.1 146.3 149.0 144.9 144,6 14!5.8 147.:9 
I t65.n 186.7 233,7 237,5 193.6 228.5 220.9 291,9 235.0 281.8 283,0 250.o 2&0.2 284.;4 300.3 
NL 
8 112.6 123.6 127.4 141.5 128,5 134.t 103,4 143.7 124.6 132.9 128,3 126.t 128.7 ; 
L 106.3 108,8 113. 7 109.0 111. 7 116.3 114.0 112. 7 109.2 113.0 114.5 111.2 110. 1 
UK 
IRL 
DK 147.q 168.9 171.4 185.6 186,9 189.4 15t.8 157.o 102.0 176.2 t50.8 155,6 t,55,7 1 f12. CJ lo4.8 
ABHAEJ\IGIG RESCHAEFTIGTE NUMBER OF FMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 92.1 90.1 86.6 89.4 88.9 87.6 86.t 83.7 81.9 80.3 H.6 
0 90,3 5q,3 89.2 89.6 aq.a 89.2 89.3 88,4 87.4 86.2 85.6 
F 89.8 811,4 79.6 82.5 81.3 80.4 7q,2 77.4 76.0 74.8 73.7 
I 99.6 9q_q 9q_9 99,q 100.0 100.2 100.1 99.4 98.9 98.2 96.9 
NL 91 .2 89.7 90.2 90.0 90.0 90.0 91.0 90.0 90.0 89. I 89,4 
8 82.3 85.4 79.8 81.7 81.1 80.5 79.2 78.2 76.1 75.9 
L 83.8 80,4 76.8 79.8 77 .8 77 .3 76.2 76.l 73.6 72.8 
UK 93.0 89.ll 80.6 88.4 87.3 83.6 78.9 72.7 08.8 65.3 o3.5 
IRL 62.1 10.0 7?.1 74.3 74,3 74.3 74.3 65.7 65.7 65.7 125.7 
DK 116.5 117. 7 110. 3 119.3 118.0 114.0 tOR,O 101.3 98.7 98.0 97,3 
23 
BE- UNO VERARBEITUNG VON STEINEN UNO ERDEN 
NON-METALLIC MINERAL PRODUCTS 










PRODUKTION NACE 1·4 
PRODUKTION NACE 24 
1918 
1978 1979 1980 
1980 
I 0 11 
PRODlJK TI ONS I ND I ZES 
PRO ARBEITSTAG 
EUR9 110.s 11 s.s 115.6 123.7 117.9 
0 1111.2 122.0 120.2 131.S 125.S 
F 1011.n , 111.s 117. 5 123.3 112 .6 
I I 11 .5 118.1 1211.1 I 43.8 138.2 
NL I 14. ll I 15.1 119.2 1211.n 1111.n 
B 117. ~ 117.7 117.7 121. 1 11&.5 
L 101. 7 101.2 1111.F> 13ll. 1 125. 0 
UK 100.3 100.2 89.'I 85.ll 86.4 
IRL 125.8 1 37 .1 127.4 1B.1 ·1 30. 4 
OK 118.5 115. 8 100.7 113.0 102.0 
GR 1110. 3 l Q9. 7 157.6 I 49. 'I 150.4 
EUR1n 110.g 116.0 I 16.2 I 24 .1 l 18. ll 
SA ISONBEREHIIGT 
EUR9 114. P. 111.1 
D 119.9 11s.n 
F 111 .r 110.;:, 
I 133.~ 130.3 
NL 114.o 110.a 
A 112.3 112.0 
L 117. c; 123.n 
UK 81.9 81 .2 
IRL 1 2P.. 2 121. 4 
OK go.~ 88.9 
GR 149.c; 152.6 




















PRODUCTION NACE 1·4 













8 1 .5 77 .2 
136.8 120.0 
100.0 67.0 
162. ! 153.6 














SEASO NALLY ADJUSTED 
1 os.1 108.4 110.A 104.3 
1os.2 113.& 113.& 113.3 
109. I 107.8 110.1 105.7 
123.A 130.3 131. 7 117. 7 
1111. s 109.2 119.ll 98.(l 
97.5 100.0 105.7 97.9 
1011.8 t 1 I .n 124.4 117 .8 
an.n 71.b 79.4 11.1 
112.9 121 .4 116.3 123.4 
89.~ 80.9 90.7 H>.6 
154.R 153.3 141\ .4 I &0.9 
105.q 109.0 I 11. 4 I 05. l 
PRODUCTION 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1·4 
PRODUCTION NACE 24 
NACE 24 








09 10 11 
t 17 .1 t 17 .1 114.8 
125.8 1211.5 118.8 
113.7 118.4 118.3 
136.2 134.3 133.0 
124.4 111. 7 
1110.0 131.4 125.0 
79. 7 85.2 83.7 
128.3 135. 3 129.0 
103.0 93.0 90.0 
171.2 158.8 152.3 
118.0 117.1 114.8 
10 9.1 I 06.S 106.2 
113.0 111. 3 101.s 
107.4 1.09.7 113.2 
133.9 124.6 124.8 
109.4 100.5 
124.0 114.4 121. 7 
77 .5 ao.s 78.2 
123.0 127.9 120.7 
80.f, 7?. .1 75.9 
163.5 157.2 154.0 





INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
-6.7 -2.7 




-14.4 -7 .8 
89.8 o.g 3.0 
69.~ -10.1 -1.2 
-4.1 -1.1 
65.0 -17 .o -9.7 










74.9 -0.11 -11.2 
2.9 -5.& 
79.f, -8.2 4.8 
2.b -2.0 
-0.1 -0.3 
NACE24 BE- UND VERARBEITUNG VON STEINEN UND ERDEN 
NON-METALLIC MINERAL PRODUCTS 
1975 = 100 PRODUITS MINERAUX NON METALLIQUES 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------····---I T 1979 19110 19111 1980 1981 I 
I T I 
I 1978 1979 1980 T IV. r. II• II I. IV. I• II• JI I• IV. I. II. I II. I 
I I I 
I I sa • ADJ ~ CVS I 
-----------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 142.6 1&11.7 190.11 184.7 174. 7 205.3 193.2 189.9 173.5 213.4 ?.04.9 187.1 190.7 198.1 201.0 
0 l t7., 130.f, 1110.1, 14"5. 5 119. t 150.9 152.6 1!10 0 0 107.l 151.4 155.5 134.9 132.8 138.7 139.4 
F 
I 183.4 230.4 31S 0 S 264.7 2811. 8 337.8 3011 0 11 326.6 331.1 392.1 353.7 327.2 338.8 368.8 373.7 
NL 132."i 131.5 1 !14. 5 155.n t34.0 t&0 0 0 139.0 145.0 120.0 159.0 142.0 138.9 140.9 1112.0 143.9 
B 129.11 141.6 150.<I 156.6 1411.9 170.6 142.4 141.6 129.0 164.5 1110.11 141.7 144.1 : 
L 120.1 155.5 lbS 0 3 ,n.t 149.3 184.5 173.5 154.1 146.1 19'5.0 152.3 164.7 177 .o 
UK 159.l 183. l 196.4 199,<I 194.1 210.1 194 0 5 186.6 184.3 1911.2 193.t 187.0 193.5 18q.2 190.3 
IRL 
DK 139.11 154.2 154.2 11q.3 1.42.3 167.0 154.3 153.0 122.0 160.7 160.0 148.4 145.0 146.5 150.6 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 173.4 190.4 221.n 210.1 206.8 221.4 211.1 244.8 176.<I 234.9 191.0 
D tbq,4 186.0 20'5.4 t 96. 7 210.2 212.11 195. t 203.4 1<19,4 202.1 201.0 
F 15q.6 181.1.11 209.8 207.<J ?04.8 220.8 191.4 222.3 221.6 212.9 223.3 
I 215.7 2&11.7 313.3 326.3 278.6 342.8 288.8 342.<I 2&4.5 305.3 297.4 
NL 180.0 t 77 .s 206.3 190.4 205.4 222.4 188.6 209.0 186.5 198.7 200.1 
UE8L 178.'i 186.2 214.q 20ll.4 214.3 226.1 19<J.6 219.f, 197.6 212.6 2os.s 
UK 1 SIi.? 1&7.C) 202.1 tH,.11 191.11 211.1 193.2 21s.1 213.3 I 
IRL 1&5., 189.3 21<1.4 211.1 228 0 5 235.1 177 .ci 23&.2 246.1 227.2 240. 1 
OK 155,ll 18?,6 203.6 212.4 2111.5 ?14 0 8 157.8 227. t 201.1 211.5 212.4 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 1&3.3 201.ci 252.0 225.6 243.b 264.2 240.8 25CJ.5 216.4 261.0 225.7 
D 175.-5 203,9 237.7 226.11 225.7 257.ll 223.6 243.7 219.7 236.1 232.0 
F 176.2 211.2 253.& 227.'i 2&7.9 ?88,<1 225.t 232.8 256.7 239.6 247,3 
I 165.1 204.0 287.4 258.3 255.4 278.2 304.0 312.0 272.6 290.9 289.9 
NL 171.2 187.7 211.1 217.7 212.3 217.3 190.7 224.3 183.0 209.4 197 0 5 
UEBL 174.2 186,6 206.5 212.0 207,8 227.3 191.5 19<1.5 183.5 191.2 191.1 
UK 173. 1 224.5 237.3 235.S 245.8 248.7 216.3 238.4 23&.t I 
IRL 199.2 274.5 301.!I 275.:S 320.0 315.7 273.3 298.3 289.3 302.5 298.3 
DK 150.5 l&f..4 148.3 189.2 1&3,9 150.5 128.7 150.2 129.6 133.7 136.1 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER WAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
EUR9 127.0 140.3 151.4 153.3 141.6 153.2 153.7 157 .1 144.2 154.4 158.7 151.2 151.3 153.2 158.3 
0 113.2 121.1 129.4 138.b t15.0 121.0 130.6 145.0 114.2 127.9 131.9 130.6 127.3 129.3 130.4 
F 131 .2 145.3 1&4.2 t 51. t 156,7 1&3,<1 166.8 t&<I.& !6<1.8 178.1 t8t.6 110 0 8 171.5 176.9 181. l 
I 
NL 
8 121.8 1.25. 7 125.8 t49.3 126.7 134.2 146.8 95.7 114.9 127 .9 88.5 119.2 123.2 
L 124.7 t 36.6 143.8 148.3 130.8 139. 7 142 .6 162.2 140.6 15'1. 7 149.6 150~2 152.4 : 
UK 142.7 164.6 175.t 17S.3 167. I !82.9 174.b 175. 7 168.3 175.0 174.8 172. 7 173.0 111.2 175.8 
IRL 
DK 141.7 163.6 lbl.2 180.5 1&2.3 174.4 1so.a 157.2 140.3 1&4.0 142.2 150.8 144.4 150,CJ 14CJ.7 
ABHAl:NGIG BESCHAFFTIGTE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 93.6 92.8 90.0 92.5 90.5 91.0 90.3 88.1 as.a 85.o 84,9 
D 91,0 91.5 92.0 92.7 90.2 92.5 93.3 92.0 87.3 89.4 89.5 
F 93.6 <11.3 90.0 90.4 90,4 91.J 8CJ.9 811.7 87,Z 86.Q 85.6 
I : 
NL 94.0 93.0 92.5 92.2 92.2 93.? 93.2 91.2 89.2. 88.1 86.8 
8 87.11 85.9 82.5 83.Q 84.2 83.7 82.2 79.<I 71 .z 76.6 
L 911.8 102.7 98,4 98.S <17.7 9ci,o <111.3 911.6 98.1 98.4 
UK 97.2. 95.6 87.7 94.2 90.9 89.3 87. ! 83.4 81.1 78.6 77. 7 
IRL 1-12.? 115.1 t 12. 6 1111.s 114.S 115. ~ t ll .5 109.2 112.2 110. 7 111.s 
OK t06.3 110.6 9Q.3 112.2 10~.5 102.a 100.2 90.6 83.2 87.Q 87.0 
25 
CHEMISCHE INDUSTRIE, EINSCHL. CHEMIEFASERINDUSTRIE 
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, INCLUDING MAN-MADE FIBRES 








PROOUKTION UNO BESCHAEFTIGUNG 
TENDENZ EUR 
PRODUCTION ANO EMPLOYMENT 
TREND EUR 
PROOUKTION NACE 1-l 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 1-l 
PROOUKTION NACE 25-26 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 25-26 
1915=100 
PRODUCTION NACE 1- l 
EMPLOYMENT NACE 1-l 
PRODUCTION NACE 25-26 




1978 1979 1980 
1918 
1980 
10 11 12 
1919 
1981 
06 07 08 
PRODIJKTIONSINDIZES INDICES OF' PRODUCTION 
PRO ARBEITSTA('.; PER WORKING DAY 
EUR9 121.9 1211.9 124.6 120.5 126.2 116. 9 130.6 119.7 101.0 
0 121.5 128.3 122.Cl 116. 5 123.9 112.0 1211.3 115.4 112.4 
F 123.5 133.0 131.0 129.2 135.5 128.5 139.3 126.3 102.3 
I 123.1 130.6 135.1 130.1 140.5 127.1 135.5 137.0 61.8 
NL 125.4 135.R 129.8 1211.n 129.0 133.0 139.0 128.0 119.0 
8 t23.n 13'l.5 121.7 t!A.8 t 31.3 111.A 120.8 96.7 113. 5 
L 8R.3 86.5 81,.5 8A.5 84.0 65.2 90.3 82.5 67.7 
UK 11 I;,. I 117 .8 106.9 106.'i 103.9 94.5 114.2 102.11 95.3 
IRL 195.6 ?211.A 217 .() 175.4 180.6 187.4 281.5 264.2 155.3 
OK 
GR 125.1 123.<l 124.9 t33.n 132.9 128.3 124 ·" 131. 1 93.5 EURHl 121.<l 1211.9 124.6 120.6 126.3 111.0 130.6 119.8 101.0 
SA I SONBF.:Rl:I ~JIG T SEASONALLY ADJUSTED 
EUR9 119.A 122.7 121. q 12ll.6 124.9 122.6 
D 116.B l 21. 4 I 1A.6 123.9 122.9 124.3 
F 130.7 132.7 13 I. 5 13?.0 131 .2 131 .1 
t 12A.3 135.4 130.7 12A.2 134.9 117.7 
NL 124.<l 129.0 132.3 133.3 134. 9 130.<l 
f\ 119.1 1 24. 8 115.3 115.f, 1 tl~. 6 124.8 
L 83. 1 l:14 .?. 71. 7 77 .2 7?.9 H,.4 
IJK 102.? '1<1.3 103.4 107.6 104.5 105.5 
IR L 1 75. c; 1 71 .6 195.n ?75.2 2ao.o ?00.0 
OK 
GR t 21,. 9 12f:>.11 125.f, 128.6 132. t 122.B 
EURlO 119.A 12? .II 121 .9 124.7 124.<l 122.6 
26 
PRODUCTION ET EMPLOI 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1·4 
EMPLOI NACE 1-l 
PRODUCTION NACE 25- 26 
EMPLOI NACE 25- ~6 
NACE 25/26 






====::: -. ... 
-..... :::------..... _ 
1980 
09 10 11 
126.0 125.6 129.5 
11Cl.9 123.2 125.0 
135.2 136.4 140.1 
137.5 129 0 5 144 0 5 
130.0 
121.Cl 126. 7 
711.8 81.7 83.9 
112.4 111.1 109.8 
217.8 206.4 212.11 
126.6 129.2 135.7 
126.0 125.6 129.5 
127.1 125.ll 126.1 
123.9 124.6 123.1 
136.0 137.2 136.6 
135.9 127.2 136.7 
132.4 
122.3 127.3 
69.5 72.8 81.2 
11n.6 106.3 105.3 
?07.1 2111.4 263.7 
125.ll 123.8 127.9 









INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
-0.1 2.7 





6S 0 7 -12.0 o.8 










7 .1 11.1 
71. 3 2.9 -12.2 
103.3 -1.8 -t.9 
-9.3 23.0 
·1. 7 3.4 
I. 7 0.6 
t 
NACE 25/26 CHEMISCHE INDUSTRIE, EINSCHL. CHEMIEFASERINDUSTRIE 
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, INCLUDING MAN-MADE FIBRES 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIE CHIMIQUE, Y INCLUS FIBRES ARTIFICIELLES ET SYNTHETIOUES 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· I 1979 1980 1981 1980 1981 I 
I I 
I 1978 1979 19AO IV. I. II• I II. IV. I. II• I II. IV. I. II •. III .I 
I I 
I SB - AO.,! - CVS I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------~---
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE O'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 t 42.4 174.4 1811.9 16&.4 199 0 5 188.4 1&7.1 !84.7 201.0 211.1 198.4 t8ll 0 S 198.8 204.0 210.3 
D 123.4 139.6 139.8 143.~ 149.6 139.5 t 31 .1 139.t 156.6 151.7 151.0 139.7 152.7 149.5 154.8 
F 
I 171 • 3 241.5 282.4 269.2 30;:>.6 288.0 244.9 294.3 347.0 3&4.6 296.3 290.2 319.7 350.8 340.8 
NL 122.1 157.7 165.0 t&9.0 184.0 110.0 144.0 1&2.0 188.0 194.0 199.0 1&3.7 179.8 187 .8 205.f, 
B 143.6 177.5 192.0 19A.1 203.4 204.6 1&7.8 192.4 204.5 200.9 187.8 197.8 192.7 : 
L 98.fl 
UK H,5.5 195.8 200.q 2oq.4 220.s 207.0 184.1 !. 91. 7 1qci.1 211.0 212.3 192.8 196.5 201.3 217.0 
IRL 
DK 134.1 152.7 176.4 163.3 t74.0 180.7 1&6.3 184.7 197.0 219.0 212.0 189 0 8 190.8 205.t 224.3 
AUSFIJHR EXPORTS EXPORT A TI ONS 
EUR9 161.1 199.7 219.1 215.0 236.7 224.3 198.4 216.8 20!,l 216.5 200.2 
D 1&3.8 201.0 215.5 210.4 237.2 220.9 19&.4 208.3 238.2 211. 7 225.8 
F 1&1.5 208.6 229.8 224.1 244.2 2'11.q 205.2 228.4 245.4 229.6 236.0 
I 134.h 166.2 184.6 201.6 172.3 194.9 165.6 20'5.8 181.9 184.3 194.0 
NL 154.6 198.6 217.4 212.9 244.C! 208.S 205.0 211.2 238.8 213.4 228.0 
UEBL 173.8 21s.1 237.9 229.1 2&2.2 248,2 203.9 237.3 245.7 234.8 233.~ 
UK 162.4 191 0 5 215.3 207.5 ?.34.0 222.5 193,3 213.0 216.3 
IRL 304. l 377 .2 432.t 459.7 419.4 449.0 453.2 406.8 415.8 394.0 431.7 
DK 147.l 169.4 193.2 178. 3 196.2 183.8 188,5 204.2 22Cl.5 206 0 8 221.8 
EINFLJHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 166.8 215,1 235.7 236,1 260,1 244.0 210.0 228.5 218.3 228.2. .213.3 
D 170,2 222.6 244,A 241.6 260.0 ?54,4 228.5 j)37 .1 2&2.3 238,7 253.4 
F 1&1.3 200.9 230.8 221.6 ;:>t,O. ! 243.1 197.7 223.4 255.6 223.8 232.8 
I 1n.2 236.9 265.& 290.5 ?.89.1 2&8.9 236.8 2&A.4 252.S 245,S 2s2.1 
NL l&t.11 206,7 226.6 228.0 251,3 233.3 201.2 220.C! ?44.3 224.7 236,3 
UEBL 1&1.4 203.4 224.5 221.8 259.4 240.3 190.3 208.1 245.8 210.4 229.~ 
UK 174.S 224.7 226.t 224,4 252.1 229.C! 207.7 215.2 228.& 
IRL 222,0 ?77.3 273.9 251.6 :n1.6 276.1 223.7 285.2 321.l 295.2 21ilt .1 
DK 135.4 1&9.7 179.3 193.2 200.a 183,4 158.9 17 4. 7 189.0 172.7 177 .6 
LOEHNE UND GEHAELTER WAGES AND SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D 120,6 127.7 136.11 1 47 ."i 122.7 136.0 130.4 1sa., 130.11 142.6 138.0 141.4 140.9 141.4 145.t 
F 
I 17n. 7 201.0 24?..7 23C!.;:> ?.02.2 248.0 232.2 288.3 248.8 307 .11 271.8 2&1.0 273. t 286.7 296.l 
NL 




DK 130.4 149.1 1611.7 t&0.4 1&3.0 174,f, l&0.3 t 7f,,9 172.6 184.7 t71.9 173. 7 172.1 176. 7 180.6 
ABHAFNGIG RESCHAFFTIGTE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 %.6 95.7 94./1 95,f, 95.4 95.2 94.9 93.6 92.6 91.9 91,6 
D 97,0 95.'il 97,3 96.5 97,1 97,1 97.7 97.3 96.7 96 0 5 97.2 
F 97 .1 95.7 94.8 95.1 95,2 95,8 94.6 93.5 92.9 93. t 92.2 
I 91.7 90.l 87.3 69,4 88.3 87.A 87.? 86.0 84,4 82.9 61.5 
NL 95.? 9~.2 92.5 92.2 9?.2 92.2 93.2 92.2 93.2 92.7 92.9 
B 95.'l 94.'l 94.5 94.7 94.7 94.5 94.8 93.9 92.9 91.7 
L 77. 7 
UK 9q.f, 99.7 96.6 99.7 9A,9 97.6 96.3 93.7 91.6 89.8 8C!.2 
IRL 120.~ 1211,6 t 25.n 12a.n 1211.6 123.1 124.2 1211.2 t23.t 127.5 126,4 

















fUR9 122.2 129. 5 
0 121 .n 1211.11 
F 123.6 133.5 
I 123.3 t 3 I. 5 
NL 125.li 13'5.II 
B 123.n 13n.5 
L 811.3 86 . 5 
UK 117.2 t 19.?. 
IRL 
OK 11 II• 7 124.7 
GR 121.C) 120.1 















PRODUKTION NACE 1-, 





























131 ·" 129.'I 
124.CI 
119. 1 
8 3, 1 












































PRODUCTION NACE 1-, 







1211. t 115.6 
140.1 127.6 





















122.4 124 .9 125.3 123.1 
1111. 5 1211.0 122.q 124.3 
132.3 132.7 1 31. 9 131 .II 
132.?. 1211.0 135,1 116.S 
132.3 133.3 134,9 130.9 
11 "i. 3 115.6 114 .6 124.8 
71. 7 77.2 7?.9 H>.4 
105.C) 111.f> 1011. 7 109.11 
\42.9 141 .1 151.0 141.5 
121 .3 124.9 128.2 1111.3 
12? .11 12a.9 125.3 123.1 
PRODUCTION 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-, 
PRODUCTION 25 
NACE 25 








09 JO 11 
126.4 12&.t 130.0 
119.8 123.t 125.2 
135.9 137.2 141.0 
137.6 128.1 144., 
130.0 
t 21.9 126.7 
711.8 81.7 83.9 
116.5 115.5 114.2 
149.0 153.0 13'3. 0 
121.7 125.4 131 .2 
126.4 121>.1 130.0 
127.6 125.9 126,5 
123.8 124.6 123,4 
136 0 1\ 1311 0 2 137.6 
135.fl 125.9 136,2 
13<'.a 
122.3 127.3 
69.5 7 2 • A 81 .2 
J 14.4 110. 7 109.7 
147.C! 147.4 137. I 
120.11 119. 7 123.2 





INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
-0.2 2.2 
112.3 t.6 0.5 




65.7 -12.0 0.8 
96.2 -1.2 -o.5 










71 , 3 2.9 -12.2 
!06,9 
-1 .6 -2.5 
12n.1 -6.8 -8.0 
-2.1 2.9 
1 .A o.s 
NACE25 CHEMISCHE INDUSTRIE 
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIE CHIMIOUE 
·--------------------·-·------------·---------------------------·------------------·-····----·······--·-························· I T 1979 1980 !981 I 1980 1981 I I T I I I 1978 1979 1980 T IV. I. It. J II• IV. I• I I• I II. I IV. r. II. III• I I T I I I I I SB • AOJ • CVS I 
-------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AUSFLJHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 I 51.R I 7fi • C) 19CJ.O 189.3 202.8 201.& 187.8 204.4 1&CJ.3 204.0 174.C) 
D 1 E,7 .'5 ?.Ofi.R 222.n 2H,.fi 24'5.0 227.R 202.4 213.b 245.1 211 .e 232.3 F 163.5 ?.13.2 23'5.IJ 22CJ.3 250.1 247.8 210.6 233.4 251.6 235.1 242.2 
I 136.n 170,fi 18CJ.2 20CJ.3 176.0 200.4 169.6 211.1 176.7 187.9 192.;3 
NL 15&.3 201.0 220.2 215.7 248.? 211. t 207.7 213.9 242.0 21&.4 231.0 
UEBL 17'5.9 ?.18.S 242.b 233.0 2&7.5 253.1 208.2 241.7 250,C) 239.6 238.5 
UK 164.2 193.3 217. 7 208.C) 236.9 223.2 195.0 217 .3 217 .3 I IRL 301.1 3b9.3 424.0 451.0 404.0 442.7 452.0 397.3 397.6 385.0 41(,.9 
DK 147.6 16q.q 195.2 178.0 198.b 185.5 190.6 206.t 232.5 209.3 224.8 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 16"i.6 ?.03 0 8 232.8 ?.16.6 24?..0 241.0 219.6 22CJ.6 204.8 234.8 204.9 
0 t 73.3 228.0 253.t 248. t 267.7 262.9 237.0 246.0 271.7 248.0 263.4 
F 163.3 ?02.2 ?.34.6 223.5 ?.62.CJ 246.CJ 20?..7 ?26,9 260.9 227.9 238.4 
I 175.4 237.6 271.11 291.t 291.1 21,11.0 244.1 277 .2 259.4 254.3 260.4 
NL tb"i.t 211.3 232.2 232.7 257.7 238.4 206.3 226.7 251,4 231.5 243.;2 
LIEBL 166.7 211.2 232.0 229.8 270.t 24CJ.7 1%.0 212.7 253.7 216.3 237.3 
UK 17b.3 228.1 230.2 228.7 257.9 232.0 212.4 21ci.o 229.0 
' IRL 217 .o .?73.3 271.7 244.4 30CJ.2 273.1 221.E> 283.6 320.4 293.8 289.6 
DK 136,'i t72.3 183.1 t % • 3 2011. 7 188.1 162.9 177.2 1ci2.6 17f:i.O 181.0 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER ~AGES AND SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 
0 




L 1 O"i.2 911.11 91·.q 102.3 91.9 C)7. 5 95,11 106.11 93.5 98.8 100.8 98.0 99.4 
UK 149.f, 181,0 20R.1 195.4 19&.R 212.1 ?.08.2 215.5 205.?. 207.8 220.0 213.6 209.2 201.8 218.2 
IRL 
OK 130.4 14q, 1 16R 0 7 160.11 163.0 174.6 160.3 176.C) 172.6 184,7 171.9 173. 7 112.1 176. 7 180.6 
ABHAFNGIG BESCHAFFTIIHE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 
D 




L 79.7 10.1 63.11 67.2 63.q 64.5 63.8 bt. f, b0.8 60.2 
IIK 100.1, too.a 9CJ,O 101 .2 I 01 0 I 9CJ,9 98.7 96.3 94.1 92.3 9t.9 
IRL 
OK 9q.? 102.6 104.6 104.1 104.b 105.5 105.3 103.2 99.7 100.1 101.3 
29 
MET ALLVERARBEITENDE INDUSTRIE 
ENGINEERING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 
INDUSTRIES TRANSFORMATRICES DES METAUX 
PRODUKTION UNE BESCHAEFTIGUNG 
TENDENZ EUR 






PRODUKTION NACE 1-4 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 1-4 
PRODUKTION NACE 31-36 
SESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 31-36 
1915=100 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
EMPLOYMENT 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 31-36 
EMPLOYMENT NACE 31-36 
PRODUCTION ET EMPLOI 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
EMPLOI NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 31-36 
EMPLOI NACE 31-36 
NACE 31-36 













1.911 1.918 1.919 1.980 1.981. 
t9RO 19111 I 
1978 1979 1980 XA XB I 
10 11 12 06 07 08 09 I 0 11 . 12 . I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------
PROOUKTIONSINOIZES INDICES OF PRODUCTION INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PRO ARBE!TSTAf; PER WORKING DAY PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
EUR9 109.9 114. 1 115.n 115.4 .122. I 120.3 122.3 102.6 81. 7 126.1 120.2 122.6 -1.2 0.4 
0 112.R 1111. 4 120.2 120.R 133.0 127.7 130.4 102.ll 95.4 124.8 125.6 133.8 123.8 0.9 -3.1 
F 112 .11 1 lf,. 9 116.4 118.4 1113.3 138.ll 130. 7 1 11. l 81.8 150.s 131.7 . 116.8 2.8 -1.3 
I 113.4 121. t t 31. q 133.6 146.5 127 .11 136.8 135.9 113.9 1115.5 132.11 149.0 -2.0 1.7 
NL 1U6.7 109.?. 113.;:> 111.0 119.0 13£1 0 0 119.0 97.0 98.0 0.1 
B 112.A 1113.4 114. '5 t 12., 120.11 101.0 117.0 70.8 99.4 119.S 122.1 -6.0 8.9 
L 111.n 113. 1 1111.1 1111. 4 124.1, 115. 7 122.9 1011.2 10.11 113.2 111, .8 123.9 99.2 
-1.0 -14.3 
UK 98.9 9A 0 6 9?.4 811. 7 91 .2 80.8 89.1 78.11 74.3 86.8 88.11 90.11 80.2 -8.9 -0.7 
IRL 1 06 .q 119. 1 137 .1 135.'i 1117 .3 150.8 181 .9 1511.7 138.0 206.0 162.7 175.13 20.4 19.3 
OK 113. 1 117. 7 119 _,, 129.n 118.n 133.n 130.0 75.n 112.0 135.0 125.0 1211.0 121.0 -2.4 -9.0 
GR 1 U'i. 7 111.11 120.P. 121.n 121. P. 130.1 129.6 1111.1, 89.8 127.6 128.11 137.0 1.8 12.s 
EUR10 tU9.q 114.1 115.n tt 5.4 12? .1 120.3 122.3 102.6 81 0 7 126.l 120.2 122.6 -1.2 0.4 
S A I S O 'I tH: R I: I M I r.;r SEASONALLY ADJUSTED OESAISONNALISE 
EUR9 111.'i ll?..4 112 .1 113. 3 116.1 113.3 11q.a 11 '5. 7 113.0 l. 7 -2.3 
0 117 .A 1 20.11 117. '5 121. 7 120.'5 !.21.2 121 .;> 122.3 121. 3 114.11 -1 .4 -s.1 
F 1 12. 7 1 t)R 0 ? 12n.2 120.s 1 26.'I 12s.1 137.9 125.8 110.3 0.4 -12.3 
I ! 24.6 132.R 127.3 12n.s 133.6 116.0 137.0 1211.3 133.8 6.7 7.6 
NL 114.? 116. 1 110.1 11 (). 8 11 '5.R 111.6 
A 1oq.n 111 .? 101.1 llh.h 102.9 102.s 110.6 116.6 -1.11 5.4 
L· 110.11 119 0 A 116.7 116.7 112.2 110.0 111.2 113.6 118 .1 101.4 -0.1 -111. 1 
UK 87.q 8h.2 84. () 83. t 83.9 85.9 85.5 86.2 811.8 83.3 -0.4 -1.8 
rnL 1 3'i.6 141.11 I 47. 'i 163.1 16'i.6 lbq.2 193.3 169.1 173.7 7.7 2.7 
OK 11 q. 7 11n.2 1 17. q 116. 7 122. 7 110.1 122.q 1111.2 115.3 106.7 -s.6 .7 .4 
GI-I 11 q. 7 1 2 t. 2 1111.11 1211.0 125.7 119.6 124.1, 12'i. 7 133. '5 3.9 6.2 
EUR1n 111.'i 112.4 112.1 113.3 11h.1 113.3 119 • .cl 11 '5. 7 113.0 1. 7 -2.3 
30 
NACE 31-36 METALLVERARBEITENDE INDUSTRIE 
ENGINEERING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIES TRANSFORMATRICES DES METAUX 
--·-----------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------·----------------·------------------1979 1980 1981 J 1980 1981 I 
I I 
1978 1979 19110 IV. I• II. II I. IV. I• II• II I. , I IV. I. II. I II. t 
I I 
I SB • ADJ • CVS I 
-----------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------M·----------------------------------~-
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE D"AFFAIRES 
EUR9 143.4 t58.o 173.2 tH.n 174.'3 171.8 1&t.l 185.6 175.~ 182.& 174.3 175.6 176.2 180.7 185.6 
D 127.6 131>.5 143.9 151.6 142.2 136.6 !39. 7 
F 
157.4 142.0 148.8 149.7 146.3 145.7 1so.2 155.6 
I 176.5 205.9 255.9 254.7 241.7 272.7 219.9 289.3 286.6 308.9 2&0.9 265.7 287.3 297.1 298.8 NL 11 c;. 7 122.s 131.5 139.0 121.0 130.0 126.0 149.0 121.0 133.0 135.0 135.0 1!1.2 131.5 . 140. 7 B 128.6 137.9 144;8 165.3 160.2 149.8 118.4 150.7 143.0 161.4 137 .4 140. l t53.3 L 123.3 15S.6 111.s 184.3 174.6 184.3 151.5 175.6 174.3 154.4 H,8.6 · 173.0 tS0.4 : UK 1 &2.g 181.7 1 H.6 t 96. t 2og.2 191.4 183.6 190.1 190..1 1811.9 183.8 189.3 183.2 182.:2 192.7 IRL .. 
DK t35.o 148.6 162.6 182.0 162.7 15g.o 136. 7 192.0 162.3 181.0 1&2.3 170.2 164.11 t 79.0 183.1 





NL 119.4 121.9 133. t 134.5 124.6 138.0 124.6 145.2 127.9 134.l 145.4 133.8 135.2 131.6 150.:? B 123.1 147. t 144.1 110.0 178.1 150.4 112.2 13S.8 135.9 153.9 124.6 122.8 147.3 ~ L !43.4 176.0 185.5 188.7 201.4 185.3 1&6.4 189.0 176.6 ,as.a 177 .2 176.5 176.4 : UK 
IRL 
OK . 147. 5 lH,.1 185.1 224.9 199.2 175.1 143.l 222.9 211.2 212.5 21q.2 199.4 205.7 217 .1 238.0 
AUSFlJHR EXPORTS EX PORTA TI ONS 
EUR9 145. t 153.3 171. 3 171.2 162.9 167.7 1&2.7 192.7 138.2 178.9 147.9 
0 161.2 174. 7 188.4 193.8 187.6 18Cl.9 175.3 201.11 187.0 186.8 188.7 
F 152.2 180.5 189.6 205.9 186.6 1q1.1 1&7.0 207.9 198.8 193.3 198.2 
I 157.3 176.3 202.2 226.7 184.4 n1.o 181.9 232 .1 186.4 200.1 205.7 NL 1111. 3 154.9 17 4. '7 165.6 110.g 172.4 16&.6 189.ci 169 0 5 181.4 174.2 UEBL 1.&5. 3 17g.6 192.3 20Cl.6 205.4 200.2 1&5.t 199.t 187.3 184.9 182.8 UK 144.0 155.5 205.8 158.8 179.4 218.0 199.3 227.3 226.7 i 
IRL 224.3 300.6 394.2 341.3 364.2 405.2 378.6 432.2 453.ci 426.2 463.5 
DK 126.n 141.5 1&1.6 162.0 154.7 165.t 152.0 177 .2 174.t 165.9 176.2 
ElNFIJHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 1711.8 ?03.0 244.1 ?25.0 22A.6 244.Cl ?.36.6 266.9 208.1 259.1 218.7 
D 193.0 221.9 ?.St.a 2116.s· ;?45.0 262.0 234.5 266.8 272.0 254.0 272.4 
F 164.4 190.5 221.0 212.8 217 .6 234.6 204.Cl 251.6 247.0 2110.0 246.4 
I 161.2 195 0 5 272.4 246.t 234.1 .?43.3 283.0 329.6 258.0 300.7 278.3 
NL 1& 1 .2 177. 7 179.2 197.2 180 0 4 185.1 163.11 188.6 178.3 178.4 179.3 
UEBL 1&S.4 181 0 5 196.9 208.2 203.9 202.8 181.2 200.1 192.2 189.4 190.5 
UK 190.4 232.? 279.9 ?.50.6 2&6.6 327.1 252.0 274.8 27S.5 I 
IRL 233.7 292.4 313.8 276. t 324.3 306 0 5 297.7 328.7 336.l 342 0 5 325.9 OK 152.7 153.9 141 .4 tt,7 .1 156.9 1111.g 126.5 140.9 130.l 126.6 131.9 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAEl TER ~AGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D 12?.R 131.8 143.0 144.8 130.5 141. 3 145.0 155.0 133.3 148.4 t5o.5 147.6 142.6 148.3 14Cl.8 
F 
T 1 7?. .? 191.8 241.4 ?42.1 200.1 22g.9 231. 7 303.5 245.5 294. t 296.2 261 .o 272.3 301.4 308.3 
NL 
B 
L t 2h. l 130.2 145.7 145.9 12g.4 151. 7 1110.11 161.4 143.6 165.3 153.0 1s5.1 157.5 
UK 143.Q 162.2 17Q.4 175.6 181 .1 182.9 177 .3 
IRL 
176.4 175.S 173.9 t 76 0 8 175.6 174.7 171.7 181.2 
DK 12g.7 145.R 1&2.4 t 58.R 1&4.4 1 &9. 1 150.3 1&5.9 1&9.0 178.0 158.3 162.9 165.4 110.5 172.3 
ABHAENGIG RESCHAFFTIGTF NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 97.7 97. 3 95.7 97.4 96.6 9b.2 9'i.5 94.2 92.7 91.2 90.6 
D 9A 0 ! 911 0 11 gq.q 9Cl.R 99.11 99.7 100.3 9Cl 0 A 98.8 9R.O 98.3 
F 97.0 9'i.5 94., 9'i.1 91~ • A 94.8 93.9 92.9 Cll.6 go.9 90.?. 
I 911. "i 99.8 gg.t 100.0 99.fi 99.5 99.t 911.0 97.1 96.0 94.6 
NL 90. "i 1:19.n 8A 0 ;> 89.n 8P..O 88.0 89.0 88.0 87.0 86.3 8'5.7 
R 93.n 93.1 9?..9 94.3 93. t 93.9 92.;> 92.3 93.2 87.?. 
L 97 .1 9'i.5 100.? 97.'i 98.4 100.0 100.6 101.8 !02.4 101.8 
llK 91'..7 9fi.Q 90.Q 96.1 <n.1 9? .11 90. ! 87.4 811.3 81.S 80. t 
IRL 118.h 127 .P. 133.0 133.7 133.5 132.0 133.5 133.0 131.5 130.0 131.5 
OK 99.IJ gq_q ton.,, 1u1.o t U'i.2 100.8 100.1 97.6 95.A 95.3 q5.5 
31 
HERSTELLUNG VON METALLERZEUGNISSEN 
MANUFACTURE OF METAL ARTICLES 
FABRICATION D'OUVRAGES EN METAUX 
PRODUCTION 
TENDENZ EUR 
PRODUKTION NACE 1-4 











EUR9 104.5 I 08.4 
D I 07 .4 113.9 
F 103."i 11n.1 
I 102.9 I 04.2 
NL ·112 .2 111.1 
B 103.5 101\.2 
L 1110.9 149.6 
UK 911.9 97.3 
JRL 149.2 157.8 
DK 122.9 131>.B 
GR 130.n 138.4 








































\ 117 .o 






\ (J 6.1 
1 3"i.6 















































PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 





























! 0?..8 1011 .5 
109.7 113.11 115.9 109.0 
106.9 106 .8 
116. 0 113.5 112.4 '17.n 
99.6 I 05.1 98.4 '13.B 
159.7 154 .II 1110.1! 139.5 
711.8 11.q H,.2 80.7 
133.5 132 .o 138.4 1113.4 
123.i? 122 .11 129.0 119. 3 
131, .1 146 .11 145.11 144.n 
1 ll3.1 1011.Q 
PRODUCTION 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 31 
NACE 31 








09 10 t1 . 
112.7 119.8 122.3 
1111.1 111 .1 117 .o 
109.2 112 .11 
146.1 162.3 161.2 
79.5 84.11 84.5 
146 .1 1111.8 149.3 
1119.0 1112.0 132.0 
144.8 140.6 148.S 
111.2 11s.5 111 • 1 
108.4 103.n 105.0 
100.1 107.'1 
1115.3 157.6 156.S 
75.8 80.F. 77 .9 
133.4 134.2 133.b 
131.9 1211.1 121.6 


























DESAI SONNALI SE 
I 011.0 · -1.b -6.4 
-2.0 1.11 
-2.8 1.2 
125.1 3.3 -20.1 
77.4 1.11 -0.1, 
-3.0 -0.4 
113.1 -11.6 -1.0 
-2.2 1.1 
NACE31 HERSTELLUNG VON METALLERZEUGNISSEN 
MANUFACTURE OF METAL ARTICLES 
1975 = 100 FABRICATION D'OUVRAGES EN METAUX 
----------------~-----------------•••••••••-••••••••••••••-••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••M••••••••••••••••• 
1979 1980 1981 1980 1981 I 
I 
!978 1979 1980 IV. t. II• III. IV. I• II• II I. IV. r. II. III. I 
I 
SB • ADJ • CVS I 
------------------------------------------------------------------M-----------------------------------~-··-·----·----------·-----
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE O'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 
0 119.7 129.2 138.7 t44.2 137 .3 135.4 139.2 142.CJ 130.7 133.0 137.9 135.3 134.CJ t 35. t 138.3 
F 
I 
NL 118.0 122.2 134.2 138.0 132.0 140.0 124.0 141.0 ltfl 0 0 132.0 128.0 131.9 128.t 12&.4 134.l 
8 
L 136.4 H,Q.4 183.3 t87.n 178.3 207.8 158.0 189.0 186.0 188.f, 185.1 18&.2 17&.B : 
UK t&9.o 191.7 187.8 210 .1 200.8 191.4 177 .o 182.2 180.3 188.4 112.s t7CJ.t t 77. 7 184.9 t 78.5 
IRL 
DK 138.A 175.l 188.5 207.8 191.5 169.2 174.8 198.5 194.5 193.2 182.5 190.8 193.7 187.4 195.1 
AUFTAAGSEINGAENGE • GESAMT NEW ORDERS• TOTAL ENTREES OE COMMANDES • ENSEMBLE 
EUR9 
D 113.3 131.0 138.9 
F 
I 
NL 119.2 122.7 133.0 140.0 13'5.0 139.0 118 0 D 140.0 12&.0 120.0 146.0 125.8 133.3 117 .1 152.3 
8 
L 
UK 1 B"i.8 199.8 17Q. I 2&1. 7 171.6 2011.2 179.6 160.9 360.& 210.1 35&.5 141.2 369.t 278 0 4 367.t 
IRL 
DK 144.6 18F..8 186.0 225.'5 202.s 177 .'5 1&3.9 200.2 203.2 211.s 17&.2 187.0 t97.7 210.1 194.0 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXP ORTA TI ONS 
EUR9 154.n tss.n 175.4 t 72.0 157.7 tf>Cl.7 tb&.4 206.0 147.5 196.0 1&2.7 
D 146.0 1511.'5 1&7.A 1&6.0 1S7.3 165.8 1&1. '!I 187.2 1&3.7 179.2 171.1 
F 140.7 164.9 184.8 168.'5 181.2 19'5,3 167.& 195.8 19&. 7 188.0 1CJ9.0 
I 165,6 189.0 218.8 242.J 198.6 218.9 ?00.8 257.0 205.2 22&.3 227.2 
NL 151.6 148.3 1711. J 170,6 176.3 1611.2 146.0 186.f, 1&9.5 183.9 172.1 
UEBL 1&2.1 lf,4.5 18&.2 179.1 191.9 197.0 !SA.6 197.0 173.4 191.7 172.9 
UK 140.7 146.0 173.1 150.7 165. 3 164.f, 166.8 196.0 192.f, I 
IRL c'12.7 2&3.11 311. l 302.1 309.4 343. t 292.8 310.2 294.6 305.& 303.0 
DK 145.4 166.4 207., 188 0 8 208.7 201.0 20,.1 218.1 206.2 212.0 207.6 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 147.2 178.2 220 0 8 201.2 214.5 ?25.4 212.2 231.6 177 .1 230.1 182.9 
D 167.6 199.9 239.1 233.0 ,234.2 245.5 231.l 246.1 226.7 237.0 234.5 
F 15'5.5 182.& 215.9 200.1 230.3 228.4 191.7 213.3 220.4 214.5 212.8 
I 128.4 lf,4.9 223,9 214.3 200.8 210.0 243.Q 241.2 204.4 221.9 224. l 
NL 136.9 145.3 t&t.n 1&0.fl 1&1.8 1&3.9 151.8 1&7 .1 1&2.4 l&t.7 1&1.4 
UEBL 154.7 !7'5.7 197.5 199.t 210.2 221.1 1&CJ.3 189.8 162.1 183.3 176.6 
UK 120.4 149.3 17Q.f, 1&4 0 8 178.3 196.1 167.5 t 77. 1 173.9 1 
IRL 206.9 268.0 314.4 281 ."i 323.0 301.1 31CJ.J 314.6 316.1 323.11 320.9 
OK 14'5.4 163.1 1&3.7 180.7 179. 7 1&1.6 151.3 1&2.3 1&5.7 15&.2 l&0.3 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAEL TER WAGES ANo SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
EUR9 
I) 12n.s 121.2 13&.6 t3Q.A 125.9 135.1 138.3 147.0 124.8 137.9 140.2 140.0 133.8 136. t 139.3 




L 124.? 131.7 145.2 149.fl 131 .2 149 0 11 140.A 15CJ.2 142.6 lM.3 151.3 152.2 157 .3 
UK 
IRL 
DK 141.1 157.'5 177 .3 172.2 189.2 184. '5 1 E,0.11 1711.9 l 73.2 183.4 1&'5.7 17 t .CJ 167.8 174.9 179.1 
ABHAENGIG AE~CHAFFTJr.TF NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 
0 96.n 95.A %.5 96.4 9n.3 %.5 CJ6.9 9n.1 911.11 9:'1.4 93.4 
F 93.7 9?. 3 9?.3 9?.? 92.5 93.0 9?.4 91.l 90.2 aq.f, 88.8 
I 
NL 8A.'1 8n.5 B"i.5 8"i 0 A 8'5.8 85.8 85.A 84 0 A 62.tl 82.1 81.1 
A 
L c;ic;.l 9'i.4 97.n 97.7 97.4 97.Q '-17 0 11 97.9 98.4 97.6 
IIK 97.f, 9"i.5 87.7 94.4 91 • "I A9.7 ,\'!-,. ~ 83.5 80.0 77.3 H,.4 
JRL 121.4 '· 31.'5 13rJ.A 13A 0 1l 13f>.n 131.? , 20.c; 1 i!'5. 9 123.2 12i:;.o 12'5.n 















PRODUKTION NACE 1-4 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 1-4 
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PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
EMPLOYMENT NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 32 
EMPLOYMENT NACE 32 
1919 
19111 
06 07 08 
PRODUCTION ET- EMPLOI 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
EMPLOI NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 32 
EMPLOI NACE 32 
1980 1981 
09 10 ll 12 
NACE 32 








%A tB I 
I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRODUKTIO NSI NOIZES INDICES OF PRODUCTION INDICES OE PRODUCTION 
PRO ARBEITSTAG PER WORKING IJAY PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
l:UR9 100.9 103.7 104.4 103.3 110.2 l 16. 7 111.3 -3.2 
0 101. 9 107.3 109 0 1\ 105.0 11 A. 5 138.1 123.9 99.2 811.1 109.1 101.s 117.0 124.6 I .2 -9.8 
F 1os.n 109.7 105.9 112.n 112.0 112 .o 113.6 •S.7 
I 103.1 i Oll. 5 t16.6 121. 7 1211. 5 119.9 I 21 .8 124.5 29.9 11s.o 110.7 116.) •4.6 -9.7 
NL 102.3 l 01. 7 9'l. 'l 99.0 105.0 145.0 105.0 94.0 -2.3 
R 100.s 108.6 1 03. I 98.4 107.9 93.2 106.fl 64.8 90.3 106.9 107.9 -4.s 9.7 
L 89.9 89.11 89.<i 91.2 95.1 8n.6 83.9 82.0 57.6 81.7 74.2 88.1 71.S -9.8 -11.3 
UK 91.'l 89.3 83 .;, 77. 7 8n.2 7 I. 'l H,.6 64.6 60.6 69.3 7 I .1 74.5 6&.3 -14.9 -7.8 
IRL 141l. 9 lll9. 5 141 .o 124.9 12fl. 9 137.9 154.5 127 .11 103.8 153.6 147 ·" 137.S •3.S 6.7 OK 11 ~.1 115.4 116. 'l 125.0 109.0 143.0 130.0 77 .n 100.0 138.0 114.0 119.0 122.0 -3.2 -14.7 
GR 89.?. 84.3 71.4 67.4 611. 3 75.3 71. 3 68.7 61.3 b7.8 72.7 95.5 -0.2 39.8 
EURlO 100.!I I U3.7 10 4.IJ 103.? 110.1 I 16.5 111. 3 •3.2 
SA ISO NBERF I NIGT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DESAISONNALISE 
EUR9 101.n 101.8 99.6 103.4 
l 07. A 1 Uf\ 0 c; I Ob. 3 113. 7 110.9 109.A 108.4 111.1 I 011.2 95 0 1\ -4.2 -11.s 
F 99.A 99.ll 99.1' 109 .<; 
I 1 14. 7 1.11\.6 117 .11 112.5 114.'l 99.7 I 11.2 103.S 105.4 -2.1 i.a 
NL 
R 95.f, 100 .11 92.3 105 0 h 91 .2 95.3 99.7 104.S -0.1 4.9 
L 811. 7 89. ll 8n.1 81. I 83. IJ A?.9 78.2 7?.. 5 81. 3 75.5 -6.2 -7.2 
lJK 77 .:> 75.9 7?.. A 70.0 69.2 7?.9 70.6 69.3 69.4 67.0 -3.?. -3.4 
IR L 1 31 .n 12h. 7 127.2 135.6 133.A 137.3 1 £14.2 152.2 137.2 6.6 .q.9 
OK 115.R 1 Oil . O tl2.7 115.2 124.4 105.6 126.1 105.1 112.8 94.7 -12.2 -16.1 
r,R 6~.f, 65.1 611. I n.s 75.7 n.1 611.2 73.4 Bfl.5 3.5 20.1 




1975 = 100 CONSTRUCTION DE MACHINES ET DE MATERIEL MECANIQUE 
------------------------···-----------------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------I 1979 1980 1981 1980 1981 I 
I I 
I 1976 1979 1980 IV. I. II• II I. IV. T. IT• II I. IV. I. II. III .I 
I I 
I SB . AOJ - CVS I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UMSATZ TU~NOVER CHIFFRE o•AFFAIRES 
EUR9 137 ."i 150.5 1&4.9 f 73.2 1&4.2 155.3 l 56.9 163.2 1&3.5 174.7 1&3.2 17 t .4 166.4 174. 7 1711.t 
D 121 .6 t2A.7 132.4 1118.8 t29.q 101.a I 34 0 11 157.6 130.7 1111.11 141.2 140.9 136.1 147.2 144.9 
F 
I 1611.q i?00.8 25ci.o 2142.3 236.5 211.ci 22A 0 9 298.8 ?76.1 314.6 25'5.2 263.2 279.5 298.1 290.1 
NL 113.5 116 .2 122.9 133.7 108.7 119.7 117. 7 1115.6 112. 7 124.7 126.7 125.9 1211.8 126.2 131.2 
8 11 '5. 3 12?..0 129.3 1311.2 140.9 135. 1 111.9 12Cl.2 121.q 134 0 5 122.1 120.a 1211.9 
L 123.4 1&8.11 184.t 217. 3 195.1 184.3 lE,A 0 Cl 188.0 179.5 125.0 175.8 · 180.2 133.0 
UK 156. 7 111 .a 182.Cl 188.7 t9Cl.7 183.8 171. 5 176. 7 173.5 167.Cl 160.5 175. 7 1&5.3 164.9 171.3 
IRL 
OK 137 .ci 1so.2 1 E,6. 4 18Cl.O 162.3 174. 7 141.3 187.3 161.7 189.3 167.3 161 .6 168.6 185.8 190.3 
AUFTRAGSEINGAENGE - GESAMT NEW ORDERS• TOTAL ENTREES OE COMMA NOES • ENSEMBLE 
EUR9 137.8 156.<I 166.7 110.n 182.6 16Cl.7 148.? 1&6.4 179.0 185.4 173.7 160.<I 169.2 184.2 188.5 
0 112.1 124.3 132.i? l30.4 1111 • 1 134.6 123.3 129.9 1110.0 144 .1 135.8 127.0 136.t 144.5 142.7 
F 
I 184.t 232.9 260. t 283.8 296. 7 ?84.3 237.8 301 .6 326.8 358,2 291.7 285.t 301.7 352.1 340.8 
NL 112.3 11 '5. 5 117 .8 125.3 112.3 114.3 113.3 131 .3 111 .3 12'$~3 115. 3 116.D 120.s 127.6 11a.1 
B 118.3 139.0 135.2 149.3 158.2 t 34. 7 11Cl.Cl 128.1 137 .1 133.1 1211.1 126.5 132.0 
L 
UK 164.2 182.1 176.4 185.7 207.5 181.7 151.5 1611 0 Cl 180.5 t 77 .6 183.1 164.2 !64.7 173.8 t96.3 
IRL 
OK 152.2 171. 5 180.5 1%.0 t99.n 179.0 157.3 186.6 200.3 198.3 197.7 172.5 192.0 203.0 212.7 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXPORU TI ONS 
EUR9 1111. 7 146.7 1&6.3 1&2.Cl 155.t 162.Cl 159.11 189.4 129.4 177.0 140.6 
D 145.Q 154.0 164.2 l&Cl.9 l E,t .s 162.11 15Cl.'5 17S.o 158.7 164.9 1 &2. 7 
F 143.0 15~.4 173. t 1 bA 0 i? 1&6.4 180.3 15ci.11 IIH .3 178.2 tH.7 179.8 
I I 52 0 ? 179.7 217.5 230.& 167.5 224.5 201.ci 257.3 198.2 223.8 229.7 
NL 145.4 t 511.6 17Cl.i? 172.7 177.5 184.7 1&0.7 197.'5 176. l 188 0 5 179.5 
UEBL 142.6 tll7 .4 1Sq.5 1&4.Cl 1 b 1., 16 7 .6 146.6 l&S. l 1so.ci 15&.4 152.8 
UK 141. 7 153.Cl 191.Cl 156.3 181.1 195.1 181.8 211.8 212.7 r 
!RL 23Cl.4 ;:>8"i.2 371.2 322.4 3&2.? 1101.3 H6 0 7 ~87.2 3Cl2.2 378.7 399.0 
OK 134.6 150.q 110.q 112.n tbA.O 180.7 155.4 184.Q 181.1 173.3 181.9 
EINFIIHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 152.7 171. 7 ?04.7 187.6 198.1 21?..9 196.2 213.7 1&9.t 212.2 176.5 
D t 7A 0 6 ?06.4 241.6 232.0 22ci.1 253.0 234.2 253.1 227.3 244.9 235.5 
F 1115.3 1 b 7 .1 208.4 185.2 203.2 221.ci 191.q 218.8 221.ci 218.3 220.s 
I 127.8 15i?.6 20i? .?. 184. "I 177 .5 190.4 216.5 225.11 19Cl.1 210.5 213.1 
NL 158.3 172.Cl 181 0 5 182 .1 187.3 t8ci.11 16A. 7 183.1 1 &7 .1 177. t 110.11 
UEBL 1110.2 152.7 177.t 170.6 177 .5 192.6 1&2.A 177 .11 1sci.4 172.6 162.1 
UK 1&6.4 2uo.1 2111.Q 220.i? 231.Q 236.2 196.4 198.0 196. I : 
IRL ?03.3 246.6 246.6 21ci.2 254.6 246.Cl 224.S 263.3 22Cl.4 27&.9 220.3 
OK 1&n.ci 1&5.3 150.A 186.n 173.6 150.9 136.6 143.7 136.1 135.5 134.7 
LOEHNE UND GF:HAEL TF.R WAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENT S 
EUR9 
f) 117 .? 125.7 13&. 7 13R 0 n 12';..t 135.9 136.Cl 148.Q 128.3 143.Cl 1113.6 140.5 137.2 142.9 144.1 
F t 36. t 152.3 1 n.n 158.'l 1&5.4 171. q 17f, .2 178.6 182.3 187.7 191.ci 179.4 183.2 187.1 191.5 
I 1 H, 0 b 195.4 252.f, 245.6 201.s 22Cl.3 i?47 .?. 326 0 5 i?S7 0 S 296.6 313.3 280.1 28&.6 314.0 320.0 
NL 
B 112. c; 121 ·' 127.3 139.8 124.8 1211.0 114.7 141.9 123.7 123.!I 12e.1 127.3 122.1 L 124.i? 133.6 147. l 147.3 1zci.8 159.7 !3A 0 Cl 15ci.q t3Cl.O 1&1.7 1 s 1.0 151.3 149.7 
UK 
IRL 
OK tB.~ 1 Si?.5 1 7i? • 0 tb6 0 R 111.n 180.7 l&0.5 175.6 175.6 184.11 lb0.9 172.3 112.1 176.2 174.7 
A6HAENr.Ir. BESCHAFFT l(HE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE OE SALARIES 
EUR9 95.7 94.R 93.? 94 0 A 94.0 Q3.7 93.? 92.(l 91.0 8Q 0 0 88.6 
0 93.7 911.? 9"i.3 9'5.0 94 0 A 9t1. 7 95.7 9"i.Q 9'5.6 94.9 95.11 
F 94.f, 9~.? 9?.7 93.t 93.? 93.? 92.'5 91.7 90.Cl 90.3 aci.s 
I 9f>.1 95.7 93.'l 9<;., 911.4 94.3 93.Q 9?.Cl 91.f, 90.7 89.5 
NL 91.0 89.R 8Q.O aq.R 8R 0 R 8A 0 A 89 0 R 8A.8 87.8 66.11 65.3 
B l,R 0 6 811.n 8?.<;. 84.4 84.1 83.6 80.1 82.0 97.4 7Cl.3 
L 9o:;_q 9b.7 9A 0 ? 96.f, 97.4 98.A 9A."i 9A.1 97.l 96.0 
UK 911. 6 %.n 90.6 95.n 't'li 0 l 9?.3 8Q.Q 87.0 84.1 80.8 7'l.S 
tRL 1 :Sil. 7 14'1.1 146 • R 1116.'I 14A 0 1 146.3 1116. 3 146.3 1 lt2 .6 142.6 1iio.1 
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PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 




PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 34 
1.980 1.981. 
NACE34 








----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------1980 1981 I 
1978 1979 1980 lA XB I 
10 11 12 06 07 08 09 10 11 \2 I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRODUKTIONSINDIZES INDICES OF PRODUCTION INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PRO ARBEITSTAG PER WORKING DAY PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
EUR9 114.0 t15.9 120.1 125.5 131.2 129.3 125.2 98.7 85.2 123.3 121.3 130.3 -2.1 -0.6 
0 117.8 t19. 7 123.9 129.2 141.2 121.2 130.5 101 .4 94.1 126.3 128.0 136.5 125.6 -1.1 -1.2 
F 111.2 120.1 1 211. 9 132.1', 133.2 17 9. 3 146.0 95.1 95.1 138.0 131.7 139.8 3.9 5.0 
I 113.3 115.0 121. 0 13'5.9 141.2 114.5 119.A 120.2 31.6 127.1 116.7 132.8 -1.0 -6.0 
NL 115.c; 120.0 127 .11 138.0 132.0 148.0 135 .o 106.0 108.0 130.0 3.4 0.0 
B 113. 3 112.2 110.1 111. 1 119. I 97.1 110.0 62.9 93.5 1111.6 115.6 -7.9 11.1 
L 
UK 103.1 10?.2 1 Ot .1 t00.5 1011.6 9t .8 96.4 88.5 83.0 97.9 100.6 t06.7 93.5 -5.3 1.9 
IRL 139.5 13A. t 165.S l74 .o 189.2 1 IIA. 7 187.9 1117 .11 155.2 185.8 180.9 202.3 6.8 1.0 
DK 120.A 1 36 .2 1 31.A 1110.0 135.0 153.0 138.0 75.0 132.0 138.0 143.0 138.0 153.0 -3.3 
GR 122.2 129. 0 148.2 155.6 154.2 159.4 16?.1 145.9 84.11 170.2 158.9 178.8 3.1> 16.0 
EURlO 1111.1 1 lh .o 120.3 125.7 131. 3 129.5 125.4 99.0 85.2 123.5 121.3 130.3 -2.1 -0.7 
SAISONBEREINIGT SFASONALLY ADJUSTED DESAISONNALISE 
EUR9 11Q.;> 11 Q.4 120.7 1111.5 115.7 116.3 117.2 114.5 117.2 -0.4 2.3 
D 121.A 126.3 121. 3 1 23. 9 119.4 123.5 120.s 120.c; 12 l .1 119.3 -o.8 -1.5 
F 125.9 120.9 141 .1 1 3 t. 7 124. 6 126.3 133.2 125.3 127.1 0.8 1.s 
I 126.'3 129.2 121.B 113 .R 119.4 107.5 117 .1 105.7 1 H,. 3 -o.s 10.0 
NL 132.6 1211. 4 132.6 127.3 127 .11 129.1 122.2 -5.3 
A 1 08 .11 1011.a 95.9 11 0 .h 97 .11 93.2 106.1 109.6 
-3.2 3.~ 
L 
UK 911. 1 97 .h 95.2 94 .6 95.& 97.8 97.2 97.1 98.4 96.8 0.6 -1 .& 
IRL 173.3 179.9 154.6 179.? 1611. 6 189.7 180.5 178.A 191.6 3.3 7.1 
DK 12 7.2 120. '5 137.0 1211. 7 131.9 124.6 107.f.. 126.9 122.3 133.4 5.1 9.0 
GR l 53.;:> 149. l'I 151 .n 150 .6 152.Q 140.2 160.4 t 51.& 167.8 0.1 10.1 




1975 = 100 CONSTRUCTION ELECTRIQUE ET ELECTRONIQUE 
---------------------------···----···--------------···--·-···········-------~---···-·····-····--·-----·····----------------······ 1979 1980 1981 1980 1981 I 
I 
1978 1979 1980 IV. I. II• III. IV. I• II• I II. IV. I. II. III.I 
I 
SB 
- AOJ - CVS I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE D#AfFAIRE8 
EURCJ 
0 123.3 t3?.n 143.A 150.8 137.6 137.7 1'13.2 
F 
156. 7 140.3 142.6 152.7 145.1 146.1 146.9 153~8 
I 178.3 213.5 247.'5 ?78.o 2311.9 255.5 211.7 288.0 253.8 287.7 253.3 247.7 261.1 283.2 292.3 
NL 12C/ 0 0 138.0 150.2 158.0 137 .o 145.0 152.0 167.0 143.0 149.0 143.0 153.t 152.l 151.3 147.4 
8 118.0 123.0 141.6 158.3 15s.2 135. 7 118.9 156.6 130.2 145.1 139.4 131 .2 142.9 t 
L 
UK 158.6 t75.0 195."i 1.CJt .n 21 l .o 184.8 l 84.0 
IRL 
202.2 203.8 184.1 185.7 1%.0 1 C/3.4 190.t 197.9 
OK t 32.4 tS?.O 170.CJ 183.3 174.0 110.1 149.3 189.7 172.3 177. 7 169.0 171.2 172.3 179.2 184.4 
AUFTRAGSEINGAENGF - GESAMT NEW ORDERS - TOTAL ENTREES DE COMMANDES • ENSEMBLE 
EURCJ 




NL 130.7 13&.CJ 146.6 144.6 138. 7 146.6 145.6 155.6 154.6 147.6 140.6 148.7 153.0 149.2 148.9 
B 
L 
UK 172.S 184.11 199. t 199.6 220.8 198.2 187.4 190.1 210.1 182.6 227. t 188.4 197.8 189.t 233.3 
IRL 
DK 140.7 15s.o 1&6.11 171 .5 178.8 167.1 133.4 187.8 181.5 188.5 1&8.5 177 .s 176.7 185.0 187.5 
AUSFIIHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 1&1 0 0 173.4 195.2 193.4 180.8 185.CJ 191.6 223.0 157.4 206.3 169.6 
D 177 .i? 186.5 201.1 208.6 200.6 196.6 194 0 5 213.4 198.7 197.CJ 203.6 
F 161.l 1'~0 .11 209.7 211.1 200.1 ?12.2 191.7 235.t 220.CJ 219.0 218.1 
I 155.5 17'3.7 198.4 222.n 1711.3 201.1 179.& 238.7 11&.o 201. 7 196.7 
NL 153.2 166.1 176.8 179.2 169.7 174.4 171.1 192.6 179.8 178.0 182.6 
UEBL 1 SR.1 166. 7 189.q 187.7 I 96.4 179.11 1&2.0 222.0 177 .o 202.4 174.1 
UK t55.2 !Sq.a 2oa.n 169. 1 184.CJ ?19.0 206.7 224.5 208.4 I 
IRL 215.t 262.8 355.7 284.3 130.6 349.9 348.8 396.8 389.6 387.9 395.0 
DK 145.2 167.5 182.7 193.2 171.3 179.1 17?.5 208.8 190.1 189.5 194.1 
EINFIJHR IMPORTS IMP ORTA TI ONS 
EURCJ 182.6 213.S 2&4.3 251.6 245.8 251.4 256.8 303.8 216.'5 279.9 231.3 
0 187 • 7 2111.0 254.0 254. 1 ?42.4 247.0 245.5 281.6 255.9 260.9 261.4 
F 1 H,. I 201.9 ?40.7 ,::,30.CJ 223.2 ?.41.8 225.9 272. 7 257 0 5 257.2 261.3 
I 175.q 21'5.1 272 0 8 26R.1 251.8 240.1 284.5 315.2 254.7 282.3 270.4 
NL 151.8 161.0 179.0 173.8 175. t 181. I 162.3 197.CJ 172.6 183.2 178.1 
UEBL 149.2 159.1'1 181.2 18&.5 189.6 182.& 157. 1 195.9 174.7 179.7 175.5 
UK 174.'i 21 'i. t 25n 0 R 243.4 241.CJ ?54 0 9 ?SO.CJ 280.?. 265.6 I 
IRL 191 0 8 244.8 304.? ?69.8 289.5 278. 7 304.CJ 34&.5 337 .1 334.4 336.3 
OK 1 so., t58.6 155.9 181.c; 169,3 1119.9 141.2 163.5 143.2 147.2 142.7 
ABHAFNGlG RESCHAFFTIGTE NUMBFR OF EMPLOYEES NOHBRE DE SALARIES 
EURCJ 
0 911 ·" 9c; .1 9c;. 7 96 .1 CJ,. 7 95 0 5 %.1 CJS.6 911.2 93.1 92.CJ F 97 ·" 96.11 93.11 95.c; 911.S 94. t 93.6 92.9 91.7 91.2 crn.6 I 
NL 92.0 9?.7 92. 5 93.? 92.? 92.2 CJJ.2 92.2 91.2 90.8 90.t 
8 
L 
UK %.? 9,.o 91.7 94.q 94.1 92.7 91.2 81'1.9 Bn.1 83.9 82.11 
IRL 121., 1411.'5 1119."i 11111.11 14R.4 149.5 14<1.5 1so.s 148.4 1119. S 153.7 
OK 101.1 103.<; 99.11 104.7 102.J 100.n 911.S %.4 96.6 95 0 R 96.n 
37 
BAU VON KRAFTWAGEN UND DEREN EINZELTEILEN 
MOTOR VEHICLES, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 










PRODUKTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUKTION NACE 35 
1918 
1978 1979 1980 
1980 




PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 




PROOUKTIONSINOIZES INDICES OF PRODUCTION 
PRO ARBEITSTAG PER WORKING DAY 
EUR9 122.1 127.2 119.2 116. 5 t25.2 106.2 123.1 103.0 58.0 
D 125.1 134. 7 122.q 122.n 131. 7 106.6 132.3 100.11 99.2 
F 133.4 1 llO.O 132 .6 139.ll 138.1 121l.9 137.4 111.5 32.0 
I 117. 7 llq.3 125.0 101.6 11l3.q 118.6 126.8 130.ll 1n.6 
NL 
A 126.2 139.8 123.4 114.9 122.1 103.7 123.3 78.2 109.8 
L 
UK 103.7 99.3 85.9 81.8 71. 3 63.5 79.4 73.9 55.9 
IRL 120.0 117 .1 1 t7 .1 113.h 114 .II 101 .ll 97.11 79.0 5Cl 0 6 
DK 12h.2 132. 2 138.n 1s1.n 138.0 151.0 222.0 131.0 150.0 
GR 187 .11 244.q 298.3 297.8 330.6 303.5 37 ;>. 2 326.6 202.s 
EURlO 122.1 127.2 119.2 116.5 125.2 106.2 123.1 103.0 511.0 
SA ISO NBEFffI N!GT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED 
EUR9 109.A 112.9 I Oil.II 112. 9 114.9 114 .2 
0 1 t7 .ll I lll. 0 112.4 121. t 125.3 131. 7 
F 124.11 120. t 120. h 122. 9 12n.1 120.2 
I 9n. O t 27 .o 119. ll 119.7 126.5 102.fl 
NL 
A 11 0 .IJ 112 .2 10 4.0 127.3 116. A 122 .II 
L 
UK 82.1 7 f,. I bq.9 11. n 77. 3 7 IJ .1 
TRL 11 n .2 111 .2 113. h 84.7 811.n 91 .n 
OK 1118. 7 129.4 131'.6 187.4 181. 9 157.3 
(; f.< 294.1, 341.7 28;>. 7 346.1, 333.1 27?.. p, 




PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 35 
NACE35 








09 10 11 
120.9 122.1 124.4 
131.6 139~0 146.9 
132.2 12<l.S 133.4 
123.7 106.0 111. 7 
136.9 143.ll 
75.<l 88.7 77.8 
95.b 100.ll 96. 7 
179.0 140.0 1b9.0 
350.0 442.7 11011. 9 
120.9 122.1 1211.11 
117 .1 11 s.2 112. I 
127.3 133.5 133.0 
11Cl.4 1111. 7 115.2 
123.n 103.5 96. t 
12n.9 136.2 
BIJ.O 85.3 76.9 
BCI. q 93.5 90.1 
t 7?. t 1311. 5 161. 8 
35?..II 409.9 401J. l 




























73. ll n.1 -4.6 
3.7 -3.7 
1 47. 9 -1?..3 -11.6 
22.5 -1.4 
0.1 -?. • 7 
NACE35 BAU VON KRAFTWAGEN UNO DEREN EINZELTEILEN 
MOTOR VEHICLES, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 
1975 = 100 CONSTRUCTION D' AUTOMOBILES ET DE PIECES DETACHEES 
···--·-------·--------·-···-···-----------------------------------·-----·-~-·-······-----·----------------··········-·······-----1979 t9AU 1981 I 1980 1981 I 
I I 
1978 1979 1980 IV. I• II• JII • IV. I• II• I II. I IV. I. II• II I. I 
I I 
I SB • ADJ • CVS I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-· 
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE O'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 163.;:> 181.3 189.11 191.R 2DQ.4 i?03.l 163.4 183.2 202.0 20«l.2 184.6 182.7 189.7 195.7 205.7 
D tiiR 0 t 160.11 163.6 163.0 173.6 171.4 147.0 162.11 168.8 178.t 162.«l 159.t 161.9 169.8 177 .4 
F 
I t87.5 216.5 262.'l 262.S 275.7 298.1. 215.5 262.5 3111.6 326.5 243.4 255.2 298.4 306.! 290.6 
NL 
8 tti6.3 171.5 163~2 1911.8 200.4 175.8 120.3 156 0 5 172.3 194.2 14S 0 0 156.3 178.2 
L 
UK 111.q 197.4 195.1 193.n 237.6 203.2 168.5 171.3 191.5 t8S.8 194.0 162.3 176.8 167.6 20CJ.7 
IRL 
OK 165.2 t s1.1.1 214.2 221.3 201.1 225.0 193.7 236.7 243.0 299.0 249.3 221.1 253.0 280.0 278.5 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXPORT A TI ONS 
EUR9 142 0 5 156.0 171.6 171.3 172.6 176.6 t55.s 181.7 147.7 167.6 153.0 
D 187.l 217.3 227.2 237.7 240.0 238.4 197.0 233.s 226.«l 215.6 222.s 
F 171.4 198.7 205.0 223.9 215.4 214·.o 173.3 217. l 212.9 205.7 205.1 
I 152.7 160.2 162.n 20«l.O 174.1 189.2 133. l 151.4 153.1 135.0 162.7 
NL 169.8 202.6 222.0 231.l 237 .s 236.6 189.3 224.5 213.2 204.6 209.7 
UEBL 196. 7 222.5 216.S 267.CJ 252.8 234.4 171.3 207.5 222.1 188.1 206.0 
UK l ii11.2 157 .3 I 72. 7 1"8.? tn.o 179.2 162.9 175.6 183.3 _:-
IRL 206.3 f,70.4 801.0 992.5 764.6 861.4 727.6 1150.3 698.9 809.9 730.8 
DK 160.0 2011.2 274.?. 217 .3 224.3 275.6 303.0 293.8 275.1 295.4 292.6 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 251.1 316.9 350 0 11 332.7 34«l 0 S 391.3 334.8 351.7 331.«l 360.9 334.0 
n 21'l.CJ 237.9 229.n 23CJ.O 241 .1.1 265.8 195.q 212.8 242.2 211.0 234.7 
F 20Q.3 243.7 283.4 284.4 282.5 297.2 235.6 318.4 325.2 293.0 314.0 
I 230.6 290.8 1120.1 385.2 356.6 366.5 432.2 525.1 407.7 480.0 437.2 
NL 200.1 222.2 172.3 255.8 167.3 190.1 142.9 169.0 183.q 160.4 181.3 
UEBL 200.9 220.3 2H,.2 255.?. 238.4 211'> .1 198.2 212.1 225.8 197.2 217.1 
UK 283.11 415.0 374.6 433.2 1182.7 422.q 306.4 286.6 305.8 f 
IRL 3t,0.8 402.8 364.4 H4.5 451.7 448.7 320.0 317.l 420.0 370.8 389.8 
DK 178.3 18«l.6 127.11 1711. t 1611.2 154.9 95.b 911.9 107.1 97.9 99.6 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER WAGES AND SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRAITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D 140.6 154.2 1&6.7 171.3 147.6 160.5 177.3 181.4 151.8 16fi.9 185.3 171.0 166.3 170.4 177 .1 
F 149.2 164 0 5 t 7Cl. 7 !70.7 175.4 182.3 179.8 161 .2 180.9 164.1 188.3 181.9 181.7 182.8 187.9 
I 
NL 




DK 1411.5 !80.3 211.q 201.'i 228.4 228.4 189.1 201.7 223.0 242.0 207.1 205.0 210.7 225.9 228.2 
ABHAE'NGIG 8ESCHAEFTIGTE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 IOCJ.2 10Q.5 106.n to9.R tUR 0 4 I 07 .11 105.5 102.CJ 100.3 98.3 97.0 
D 1 ll.'5 116.6 118. 7 118.4 119. t 11q .1 llq.2 !17.5 l 1fi .3 115.9 117 .o 
F !05.6 1 oii.1 100.3 !03.5 102.4 101.a 9(}.6 <j7 .6 q4_9 93.2 91.9 
I 
NL ' : 
FI tn.3 117.6 111.n 120.0 118.q 11,8.0 115.3 115.6 112.2 103.9 
L 
UK 105.4 102.7 91.fi 101.~ 97.0 94.0 aq.q 85.4 81.0 77 .3 73.4 
IRL 98.8 !01.6 104.8 106.3 104.8 103.2 106.3 104.8 103.2 68.9 90.5 
DK 11q.q 127 .1 13~.1 131.7 144.7 1311.2 1211.0 121.ii t2fl.8 1211.q 128.8 
39 
FAHRZEUGBAU (OHNE BAU VON KRAFTWAGEN) 
MEANS OF TRANSPORT (EXCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLES) 











PRODUKTION NACE 1-4 






EUR9 90.1 8<l.B %.5 101 .1 104.<l 
D 80.7 84.2 92.3 93.9 105.9 
F 7f,.9 64.5 61.5 65.A 6 t. 7 
I 111.s 118.9 156.5 171. 7 181.1 
NL 86.2 95.0 89.6 89.0 95.0 
B 1411.3 150.11 170.7 179.5 188.2 
L 
UK 93.6 94.8 97.2 1 uo. ! 102.0 
IRL 84.f', 90.5 86.f, 8f,.4 89.3 
DK 84.2 7<l.2 84.B 95.n 90.0 
GR 73.9 77 .6 83.fi 82.0 63.4 
EUR!O B<l.11 89.5 96.?. 100.1 1 Oil. c; 
SA1SONBEREINIGT 
EUR9 911.0 9<l.O 
D 8'1.9 97.3 
F 6f,.<l 60.3 
I 161 .2 165.1 
NL 811."i 95.3 
B 169.7 175.3 
L 
IJK 96.6 9f>.2 
IRL as.a 87.R 
OK B'l .11 85.1 
Gf< B'i.11 87.2 



















PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 36 
1919 
06 07 08 
OF PRODUCTION 
WORKING DAY 
105.3 93.8 81.0 
90.f, 10.2 79.4 
72.2 E,8.6 57.6 
208.6 193.8 6<l.8 
100.0 83.0 86.0 
198.5 116. 7 154.9 
93.t 93.6 95.3 
811.2 7A.7 70.1 
90.0 bO.O 60.0 
79 .f, 79.1 80.3 
I 04.11 93.5 81.0 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED 
99.6 103.6 101.0 98.4 
93.3 87.2 811.9 93.1 
63.7 69.5 69.2 75.4 
17?. .1 197.4 191.3 155.4 
96.2 95.8 95.11 88.9 
158.2 192.R 147 .n 153.1 
98.'l 96.1 96.2 96.0 
89.1 89.1 79.9 76.1 
88.R 811.<l 88.1 82.2 
84 .3 84.3 89.0 811.3 
9<l.3 103.? 100.7 98.2 
PRODUCTION 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 36 
NACE36 









09 10 11 
108.4 106.7 107.4 
93.6 95.2 102.0 
10.0 67.8 66.1 
220.0 2011.0 214.7 
182.6 185.8 
98.0 99.1 101.4 
73.5 83.4 82.7 
93.0 93.0 9f,.O 
78.7 82.5 77 .1 
101.1 IOf,.7 107 .IJ 
105.6 103.f, 101.B 
91.<l 90.4 91.6 
72.9 10.1 6 7. 7 
205.o 192.2 195.6 
167.8 174.11 
9c;.s 95.5 95.3 
H,.n 81.0 79.9 
ll7.9 87.6 90.6 
81.5 84.S ll2.3 





INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
s.9 2.4 
83.6 -2.6 -8.8 




95.3 -1.8 -0.4 
-5.1 -7.4 









97.3 0. I 2.1 
-3.3 -1.4 
85.8 2.2 -5.3 
-5.1 •2.6 
2.7 -1.1 
NACE36 FAHRZEUGBAU (OHNE BAU VON KRAFTWAGEN) 
MEANS OF TRANSPORT (EXCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLES) 
1975 = 100 CONSTRUCTION DE MATERIEL DE TRANSPORT (SAUF AUTOMOBILES) 
-····---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------I T t979 t98U 1981 I 1980 1981 I 
I J I r 
I 1978 1979 1980 J IV. t. IJ. II T. IV. I. II. III• I IV. I. II. III.I 
I T I I 
I I I SB ~ ADJ ~ CVS I 
---------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------··-·-·-·----------------------------------
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE O' AFFAIRES 
EUR9 13&.7 143.7 183.& t7&.'5 t5&.o 1&9.3 110.11 238.6 200.1 193.7 21&.7 207.9 215~7 200.6 228.l 
0 100.9 94.A 123.7 132.4 82.9 112.11 104.4 t9S.3 109.3 126. l 158.9 155. l 137 .8 129.4 166.3 
F 
I 215.9 224.3 ?.80.4 278.5 248.8 no.a 195.5 406.6 462.7 328.6 371.8 337.l 447.8 349.0 431.2 
NL 98.7 108.2 114.2 119.o 103.0 1111.0 102.0 138.0 102.0 122.0 140.0 123.8 112~2 117.0 145., 
B 145.5 119.8 145. t 166.9 106.3 156.3 uci.o !98.8 1211.1 200.6 149.~ 141.5 196.5 s 
L 
UK 14CJ.2 171.2 ?.30,8 199.2 207.6 207 .2 252.CJ 255.4 227.4 226.9 250.7 246.6 238.5 237.3 245~5 
IRL 
OK 118.1, 101.0 100.6 125.~ I 01 0 0 63.7 53.3 184.3 94.7 130.0 98.7 151.6 93.3 136.9 128.3 
LOEHNE UND GEHAELTER WAGES AND SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
EUR9 
0 110.3 111,. t 132.11 131.0 118.0 t 31. 7 130.3 149.7 126.6 1 so.1 · 144 .1 140.5 136.9 148.5 145.9 
F 12ci.s 143.6 165.1 t4CJ.1 156.0 163.3 16o;l.0 112.2 174. 7 184.6 188.1 174.0 175.9 t83.2 187.5 
I 
NL 




OK 102.s 105.7 118. t 113.t 114.4 118.9 110.6 128.7 137.2 145.CJ 121.1 125.5 135.7 141.4 141.2 
ABHAENGIG BESCHAEFTIGTE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE OE SALARIES 
EUR9 911.3 93.t 91.6 92.8 91.6 91.11 91.6 91.9 91.1 90.2 CJ0.1 
0 93.5 91.0 93.4 92.'5 92.7 92.7 93.6 911.7 95.l 95.2 96.4 
F 92 0 5 91.3 91.3 90.7 91 .o 91.7 91.4 91.0 90.5 cio.11 90.3 
I : 
NL 90.2 87.'5 85.2 8&.2 8'5.;> 811.2 86.2 8'5.2 84.2 84.6 85.2 
B 87.,, CJ2.9 98,6 95.4 96.7 9CJ.4 97.8 100.11 88.7 99.4 
L 
UK 97.6 97.0 93.0 96.1 93.'5 92.9 92.6 93.0 92.0 8CJ.5 aci.2 
IRL 94.4 91.CJ 87.9 91.9 88.7 as.,; 88.7 88.7 88.7 87.t 83.CJ 
DK 78.9 73.1, 111.0 72.3 73.6 71.8 74.8 75.7 77.CJ 78.t 80. t 
41 
NAHRUNGS- UNO GENUSSMITTELGEWERBE 
FOOD, DRINK AND TOBACCO INDUSTRY 







1-4 PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 









PRODUKTIO NSI NDIZES 
PRO ARBEITSTAG 
EUR9 107.9 111.3 
D \06.9 11n.11 
F 108.9 110.6 
I 109.11 11 ll .2 
NL 110.1 113.7 
B 105.2 I OIi.? 
L 911.n 97 .11 
UK 106.2 107.6 
IRL 108.7 11n.5 
OK 108.0 1 ll. 3 
GR 1311.1 141,7 
EUR10 1011,3 111.11 













11 0 .11 





















































111 • S 
119.4 







1 l 1 • 7 
1919 
1981 
12 07 08 
INDICES OF PRODUCTION 
PER WORKING DAY 
113.3 116.0 
113.~ 119. 9 103.11 105.7 
11 ll. 5 tl 5.11 
117.0 117 .1 115.11 107.9 
121.0 1111.n 112.0 109.0 
102.2 120.? 96.6 112. 9 
87.1 117.8 109.3 110.9 
108.2 102.6 911.9 100.6 
97.5 122.9 1111.6 113.11 
110.0 1110.0 121 .o 129.0 
127,5 1511,5 170 .1 2311.3 
113. 7 111,. 6 
SEASONALL V AOJUSTEO 
111.1\ 112 ,II 
110.~ 115.6 11 0,9 113.2 
111.'i 111 .? 
121..11 1 lf,. 7 1111.1 133.1 
115.5 116. II 123.7 117 ,II 
103,6 113 .11 113. 7 113.3 
10?.3 911. 7 97 ,6 10"-.1 
10 7. 'i I 01.11 102.0 1011.s 
I 06. 9 1 07. 1 111 ,9 111.0 
117. 5 126. 3 122.9 123.11 
14'i .6 111c;. 7 l llQ.?. 151.6 
11? .a , l ~.(1 
NACE 41/42 
1975 = 100 
PRODUCTION 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 








09 10 11 
109.7 116.7 121.0 
150.2 143.9 137.7 
111.0 122.8 
100.1 911.1 89.4 
103.8 109.7 114.s 
115.0 113.1 111. 7 
126.0 126.0 1211,0 
205.5 148.2 127,9 
112.0 112.1 109,3 
1211,6 126.9 126,2 
109,2 111. 4 
101 ,9 105,1 97,0 
103,5 1011.2 103.6 
111. 4 1 Oil, 9 106.3 
12'5.7 122.9 1211. 7 



























1011.2 -1,9 -1.0 
2,7 -0.6 
-2.11 2.0 
103.11 0.1 1.0 
102.0 -0.1 -1. 5 
-2.2 1.11 
123 .11 -0.3 -1.1 
-6.ll ?.'5 
NACE 41/42 NAHRUNGS- UNO GENUSSMITTELGEWERBE 
FOOD, DRINK AND TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIE DE L'ALIMENTATION, BOISSONS, TABAC 




I 1978 I. 979 I 9fl0 t IV. I• I I. III. IV. t. II• I II. I IV. I. II• II I• I 
I I I I 
I I I SB - AO.,!• CVS I 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------· 
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE O'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 140.6 153.'5 H,8.2 H,7. 7 1b2.4 H,4. 3 165.2 181.1 178.4 187.3 188.2 174.5 181.3 187.l 192.2 
D 1 l<l.1 123.2 131. 4 129.7 127.9 130.3 129.1 138 0 5 140.9 142.9 141.4 135.3 142.5 142.1 144.6 
F 
I lH>.11 :>07.5 .?44.0 237., 231.fl 237.4 23'5.6 271.2 2&t.O ?96.5 287.9 256. t 266.8 295.t 298.5 
NL 125.6 13~.6 141.1 144.4 133. 3 141.4 140.4 149.4 143.4 158.4 157.4 145.2 148.8 155.0 159.0 
B 123.7 136.3 141.3 138.3 \36.4 142.9 137.5 148.3 150.6 1&4.8 14&.0 152.2 158.8 : 
L t 17 .1 124.3 134.3 121.8 127.3 142.2 143.1 124.4 127.0 147.6 135.l 134.3 136.6 
UK t58.3 175.4 191.2 196.11 187.0 181.6 187.7 208.5 202.6 201.0 208.0 196.0 205.3 205.7 212.6 
IRL 
DK t41.n 148.3 I 70 0 2 152.3 1 E,1. 7 110.0 t is.a 174.o 180.3 197.7 209.3 175.9 185.4 192.6 207.2 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONS 
EUR9 1&4.n 171 .3 219.5 211.11 2u1.1 225.? 246.5 2&8.7 238.S 263.6 249.6 
D 173.9 204.& 237.3 215.5 227.3 230.9 ?39.3 251.8 294.2 252.2 288.5 
F 153.9 175.& 211.s 195.1 193.6 20&.2 209.0 237.t 241.0 232.5 244.0 
I 146.6 213.9 216.8 276.8 198.6 195.2 201.1 272.3 215.5 224.9 228.8 
NL 156.9 174.3 189.0 183.5 187.7 185.5 185.9 197.1 209.6 194.1 208.t 
UEBL 1&5.1 183.4 208.0 204.6 198.6 203.7 200.4 229.3 23&.7 222.8 238.3 
UK 1&9.t 179.t 214.4 206."i 206.3 191.8 212.8 246.6 231.8 f 
IRL 1&4.8 190.5 212.2 227.9 178.7 189.9 251.3 229.0 154.3 217 .3 183.8 
DK 143.0 156.5 1&9.9 l &1.2 t &4. 3 164.3 169.0 181.9 192.0 181.4 193.7 
EINFtJHR IMPORTS IMPORTATIONS 
EUR9 144.t 164.0 171 .2 189.2 168.6 167.6 161.7 186.9 130.4 173.8 140.2 
0 l&0.7 173.0 188.4 194.1 189.3 182.2 178.6 203.3 199.4 193.6 200.5 
F 177.5 188.9 201.n 208.9 197.5 197.6 201.1 ?.32.0 221.0 220.1 22ll.1 
I 143.8 178.5 179.2 211.1 1&7.5 177 .9 185.5 18& • t 164.3 tt,4.9 173.5 
NL 1 E,11.4 199.2 227.1 221.9 217 .5 230.5 219.6 240.8 217 .2 228.4 229.0 
UEBL 178.1 197.8 212.0 219.0 208.3 207.3 ?OD.II 232.0 221.1 218.8 22&.4 
UK 122.4 139.8 142.6 149.11 137.2 134.7 140.t 158.11 149.3 s 
IRL 193.4 252.9 283.0 241.8 ?911.7 252.5 295.0 266.0 349.5 298.3 337.4 
OK 1&7.5 193.8 214.11 209.1 217.7 206.9 199.8 235.0 254.l 227.4 251.4 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER WAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
EUR9 128.4 142.& l 5&.11 155.t 146.4 155.0 156.7 1&9.0 152.8 164.S 167.6 1bl .& 159.0 1&4.6 168.3 
D ll"i.6 121.7 129.1 137.4 116. 7 125.5 12&.4 147.9 124.11 132.S 133.S 133.3 133.6 135.0 136.6 
F 132.5 147.5 1&5 0 8 151.9 1·55.2 1&6.6 172."i 1&8.9 111.0 1811.0 t92.5 111. ! 175.4 181.3 187.7 
I 
NL 
a 119.11 133.2 129.7 t6S.t'i 124.8 119.1 111 .a 156.9 128.2 192.& 128.0 135.3 192.2 
L 115.<J 119.9 127.? 132.1 118.2 128.2 125.8 13&.4 125.4 136.2 129.0 131.7 135.9 
UK 141.9 1 &5.11 187.4 177.5 178.6 187.3 186.11 196.8 175.7 181.11 187.6 194.2 179.8 180.8 186.8 
IRL 
OK 132.7 148.8 1&2.4 lSb 0 9 154.6 1&8.2 159.2 167.7 lbll.O 177 .5 !&9.7 tbb.2 167.7 170.0 173.7 
ABHAENGIG RESCHAEFTIGTE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NOMBRE OE SALARIES 
EUR9 95.3 94.5 92.7 94., 92.5 92.7 93.11 91.8 89.7 89.9 91.2 
D 93.? 92.11 93.t 93.8 92.1 92.1 94.3 93.8 92.1 91.8 93.9 
F 95.3 94.3 92.t 92.7 91.6 9~.s 93.11 89.9 88.4 90.1 90.6 
I 
NL 93. "i 92.2 90.n 9?.n 9n.n 90.0 91.0 89.0 811.0 88.t 89.0 
B 8Q.f, 88.7 8b.8 87.11 87.t 85.7 87.& 66.8 84.8 811. 3 
L 90.4 611.0 811.5 87.2 88.0 88.9 69.6 87.5 67.6 88.3 
UK 98.5 97.5 93.3 97.9 94.3 93.4 93.9 91.7 68.1 87.3 87.& 
IRL 100.2 1 01.11 100.0 102., 99 0 A 1.00.5 100.9 98.8 93.8 95.7 97.'5 












PRODUKTION NACE 1-, 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 1-4 
PRODUKTION NACE 43 
BESCHAEFTIGUNG NACE 43 
P.RODUCT ION AND EMPLOYMENT 
TREND EUR 
1915=100 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
EMPLOYMENT NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 43 
EMPLOYMENT NACE 43 
PRODUCTION ET EMPLOI 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
EMPLOI NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 43 




























09 10 11 12 
NACE43 











PROOUKTIONSINOIZES INDICES OF PROOIJCTION INDICES OE PRODUCTION 
PRO ARBEITSTAG PER WORKING DAY PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
EUR9 103.7 109.1 105.9 109.11 110.8 93.7 109.2 89.1 53.9 106.7 10&.2 110.2 -b.4 · -0.5 
D 105.3 109.1 1011.5 108.6 1111.0 90.0 102.5 79. 7 60.11 97.7 101.6 105.4 90.6 -8.4 0.1 
F 102.9 105.1 99.b 106.6 tOO.b 93.11 102.0 70 .11 37.8 100.3 97.7 99.b -8.o -1.0 
I 101.0 121 .1 t2b.9 127.8 131.3 1111.11 1311.2 129.5 37.6 131.9 125.2 135.5 -3.2 3 .1 
NL 911. 8 96.5 93.2 92.0 92.0 89.0 95.0 -12.1 
B 911.3 102.0 1011.1 11 o. 7 108.0 87 .6 113.3 511. 9 88.6 110.11 115.11 •3.S 11.2 
L 
UK 99.5 95.7 80.4 82.8 85.7 66.0 75.6 611.11 69.0 76.0 82.5 82.2 64.4 -9.5 -2.11 
IRL 128.2 136.0 116.0 121. 3 119.3 102.b 118 .2 107.b 74.7 1211. 6 127.8 125.4 -2.5 s.1 
DK 1011.0 107.8 I 06. 3 119.0 109.n 88.0 117.0 62.0 126.0 139.0 121.0 118.0 90.0 2.5 2.3 
GR 120.1 129.2 127.3 129.5 136.8 1110.a 130 .6 10 11. 7 83.3 134.2 129.6 1118. 5 t • 7 8.6 
EUR10 I 011.1 109.7 106.5 110.0 111. 5 95.0 109.8 89.1 53.9 106.7 106.2 110.2 -6.4 -1.2 
SAISONBEREINir.T SEASONALLY ADJUSTED OESAISONNALISE 
EUR9 10 1. 5 l 01 .11 98.8 100.b 103.8 %.b 99.5 97.6 99.9 -1.3 2.3 
n 1on.o 100.0 95.3 95.t 103.3 91. 7 91.1 92.0 90.7 94.9 -3.0 4.6 
F 98.6 9;,. 4 92.3 91.2 90.8 92.11 89.11 87.8 89.5 -2.8 2.0 
J 122.3 125.7 122.7 127. I 127.5 113.3 123.5 118. 9 127.2 0.5 1.0 
NL 89.3 87.7 85.3 85.7 
A 105.11 t Ll2. 5 89 . 1 104.3 93.7 105.2 I 01. 9 101.1 3.6 s.o 
L 
UK 72.7 74.7 72.2 7l .8 72.b 73.9 72.9 71.6 71.8 71.b -2.0 -0.3 
IRL 108.A 106.4 1 (J9 . 5 1 14. 7 122.5 111.0 1111.n 114.9 113. 7 -0.11 -1.1 
OK 105.7 97., 1 011. 2 111. 9 113.2 1011.1 120.1 \07.3 107.6 108.1 -5.4 o.s 
GR 122.11 1211.6 129.1 127.7 126.5 123.2 132.4 125.0 136.4 4.3 9.2 
EURIO 102 .1 102.0 99.7 10 1 .4 1011. 0 96.6 99.7 97.7 99.9 




1975 = 100 INDUSTRIE TEXTILE 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1979 t911U 19P.1 tCH!O 1981 I 
I 








UM!'iATZ TUt/MOVER CHIFFRE O"AFFAIRES 
E:UR9 107.3 121. 3 t 2f,./') t3l .1 13&.4 127 .11 t 111. 'I 126.t 132.2 130.5 120.9 121.9 125.4 129.5 t!t.t 
n 110.4 114.6 t 17. 3 120.i:; 1.27.f> 11?.0 111.6 117 0 8 121.2 109.9 112. 7 114.11 1111. 7 113.9 117 .8 
F 1B.1 14CI. '5 102.1 1611.7 177 .ci 1 bi .n 141.5 to9.9 175.2 166.8 t5t.8 162.3 164.2 1&6.1 172.2 
I 18A. "i .:>49.11 ?.83 0 CI ?.81 .? 304.11 'ID?.?. ;;>47.? ?81 .11 315.1 no.1 281.7 280.3 292.5 318.t 3t7.t 
NL 10'5.3 tOf. 0 3 104.3 113.3 113.3 105.3 93.?. lU"i 0 3 1 Oi?.3 97.2 94.2 99.9 98.7 96.3 102.11 
8 110.0 11 ci.o 121.0 132. t \39."i 12'5.1 11n.c; 132.9 139.0 1.36.2 124.9 130.7 135.5 
L 
UK ,so.11 !SA 0 S 1(14.6 1 t,4.1 , 56.'i 144.5 134.4 143.0 137.? 134 0 8 132.A 136.6 133.7 134.1 1319.t 
IRL 
OK 11 Cl.4 13f.. 7 146.3 15'1. 3 156.0 1113.3 13h.3 14q_7 lb0 0 3 153.7 1&4.7 144.0 153.3 157.5 '7t. 7 
AUFTRAGSEINGAEM~F - GESAMT NEW OROERS 
-
TOTAL ENTREES DE COMMANDES - ENSEMBLE 
EUR9 1 311. 7 14A.4 150.f> 161.4 1. 75. t 14"i.3 !27.7 154.1 167.3 158.0 144.5 144.2 151.11 159.l H,5.3 
0 1011 .1 111 .o 111. 7 t1R 0 7 126.,; 1oci.s 97.9 113.2 11A.2 111.0 tOi>..6 10&.2 110. 7 110.6 115.11 
F 
I 19,; .f, ?42.1 ?b?.11 2b7 0 R 31 "i. 7 ?5R.i? ;:,011.9 ?70.9 317. 3 ·311·. t 255.2 254.q ?.72.1 312.6 317.3 
NL 101.n · t 07. 5 100.1 tt3.o 1.1R.O 10?.0 sc;.o 9R.O 101.n 102.0 94.0 93.2 96. 7 100.5 10s., 
R 1U7 0 6 117.1 120.3 134. 1 126.2 11 '5. 9 107.5 131.6 127.2 120.8 121.4 120.1 120.8 : 
L 
UK 14;, .? 145.9 134.9 15"i.3 159.l 122.n 122.1 135. 7 t 39. 7 117. 7 120.0 125.3 124.1 121.2 132.11 
IRL 
DK 1111.0 128.4 140.2 144.5 160.5 137.2 12A 0 9 1311.2 157.9 128.6 153.2 129.5 145.4 135.0 160.0 
AUSFUHR EXPORTS EXPORTATIONI 
EUR9 152.6 
D 165.9 t8R.5 197.3 201.1 212.0 196.5 18'5.1 195.6 203.5 189.8 1'14 .6 
F 146.n 1&6.0 177 .8 177 .4 193.9 182.11 1511.5 180.5 194.2 177 .5 179.6 
I 172. 3 198.8 200.6 215.7 202.9 186.1 194.9 2H~.5 199.& 200.11 210.s 
NL 132. t 144.11 147.9 156.t 1&4.7 1so.2 127.7 149.1 154.11 142.5 148.5 
UEBL 1411.9 157.5 t 7"i 0 0 177 .n 181.5 178.2 148.9 191.2 179.8 178.0 172.11 
UK 1b3.0 179.11 202.3 196.5 197.7 200.3 197.4 213.9 207.1 . : 
IRL 191.2 204.9 217. 7 221.1 225.3 21f,.O 201.3 228.2 236.6 218.l 232.5 
DK 132.2 159.9 18&.7 178.2 191.5 175.7 186.8 192.9 207.8 185.8 202.7 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IHPOIIIUTIONS 
EUR9 173.4 
0 166.1 189.0 208.9 199.3 219.3 2011.0 207.? 205. t 221.11 204.2 211.3 
F 1&1.0 t 911.11 213.0 206.8 236.6 222.1 188.1 205.1 230.0 204.8 211.6 
I H11.4 258.7 283 0 A '331.0 313.11 299.7 251.8 210.11 2&6.3 2116.8 2&1.0 
NL 146.5 158.9 172.f> to8.II 195.0 1 &3.11 1&8.9 163.3 177 .8 1&3.1 1&4.5 
UEBL 1511.5 169.6 1811.8 183.& 211.4 1811.7 1&6.7 176.3 195.7 176.6 178.3 
UK 186.3 220.a 221.1 223 0 1\ 231.t 217 .& 208.5 227.4 2211.9 
IRL 180.3 206.S 201'1.4 220.11 224.6 183.6 192.5 233.0 225.l 223.4 218.5 
DK t 11n.ci 164.t 158.6 187 .t.. 1. 87. '3 150.7 143.6 152.7 155.3 1411.11 1411.9 
LOEHNE UNO GEHAELTER VIAGES ANO SALARIES SALAIRES ET TRA ITEMENTS 
EUR9 
D lOCl.6 112.0 116.5 122.11 108.1 116. l 11'5.6 126.11 105.7 112.8 111.6 118.2 112.9 112.e 112. 7 
F 133.'3 147.0 1&1.6 153. 'I I 57 .2 162.0 to2.3 1&11.8 164.3 170.0 175.6 165.8 165.7 1&8.5 174.7 
I 179 0 A 2111. t 2611. 9 282.1 217.8 243.2 2&4.'3 334.4 255.6 294.5 l15.4 2s&.o 283.19 312.7 314'.8 
NL 




OK 121.6 145.7 !46.3 159.7 145.2 159.R 132.6 147.6 1117 .9 1511.5 1311. 1 14'3.6 t 114. t 1113. 3 147.5 
ABHAF.NGlr. BE!'iCHAF.F T IG TE NUMBER OF FMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIU 
EUR9 89.9 87.2 82.7 86.? 84.9 83.7 82.1 80.2 77 .5 76.2 7"i.9 
0 89.f, 87.1 85.?. 87.0 8t...3 85.11 8ll 0 R 8ll. t 81.9 80.1 78.5 
F 92.n 90.11 88.0 89.R t,Cl.6 89.0 87.6 85.9 84.4 83.3. 82.0 
I BR.n ac;.2 82.7 811.1 t13 0 R 83.2 8?.6 81.3 
NL n.c; b7.2 62.0 nt...n &'i.O 62.n &t.o &n.o 57.0 55.5 54.o 
B 77.f, 7"i.O 7 t. 9 n.1 1:0.:.11 72.5 71.3 70.3 &7.11 &7.2 
L 
UK 9ll.t.. 91.1 an.11 88 0 CI fl'i.11 82.5 7A 0 9 74.8 12.11 71 .1 70.6 
IRL l l)R 0 7 tlll.6 1 OR.1 1 lR • 1 113. '3 110.2 1011.11 l Oll.2 101.2 911.;> 97.6 
OK aci.t.. 91.1.11 86.6 %."'I 8'i 0 7 89.CJ 87.3 83.6 80.7 79.6 79.8 
45 
SCHUH- UNO BEKLEIDUNGSGEWERBE 
FOOTWEAR AND CLOTHING INDUSTRY 










PRODUKTION NACE 1·4 
PRODUKTION NACE 45 
1911 1918 
1978 1979 1980 
19AO 
\0 11 
PROQUKTIONSI NOI ZES 
PRO ARBEITSTAG 
EUR9 
D 92.9 92.8 88.7 93,7 90.R 
103. 4 116.6 116.0 111,c; 107.7 
NL 82.7 H.8 72,7 7 4 . o 67.0 
B 86.l'i 86.7 87.3 85.3 75.7 
L 6().7 84.3 H,.1 71, . o t,9.0 
UK 104.6 106.7 93.1 98.7 93.8 
IRL 99.3 97.9 94. 0 102.2 102.1 
OK 99.6 103.5 104.9 121,0 86.0 




0 8 3. 6 85. 7 
F 
I 110.<1 ! 0 9.7 
NL 64 .II 65.1 
A 7R.6 83 .0 
L 72.h 71. 3 
UK 83.7 85.9 
rnL 92.4 93.7 
rlK 95.11 97.5 






PRODUCTION NACE 1-4 
PRODUCTION NACE 45 
1919 
12 06 0 7 08 
INDICES OF PRODUCTION 
PER WORKING OAY 
72.5 6q.2 73,8 72.1 
8q.6 113.4 113.7 31.C) 
66.0 66.0 45.0 53.0 
65.0 80.0 54.3 C)0,8 
53,R 6q.3 58,5 38.3 
7?.. 0 83.7 83.2 81, 1 
81. 3 91 .o 85.8 5().1 
71 .o 87,0 64.0 149,0 
135.8 \24,6 107.8 84.7 
SF.:ASONALLY ADJUSTED 
84. 3 8?.6 !lf,. 1 84.8 
I 01. 4 1 10.2 110.0 100.11 
69.3 64,5 71 .11 56.7 
80.f, l:l4. 3 84.8 86.3 
6'i.9 1 2 .0 1,0.q 62.0 
811.3 B"i.11 82 .3 86.3 
811.3 89.2 811 . 9 91.4 
107.6 111. 9 113.3 94.3 
1211.a 119. 7 121. 3 123.6 
- : 
NACE45 
1975 = 100 
PRODUCTION 
TENDANCE EUR 
PRODUCT ION NACE 1·4 








09 tO 11 
94.4 88.7 81. 9 
116.C) 105,0 104.8 
68,0 
110,8 ()3.3 
74 .1 68.2 65.6 
811.5 ()5.2 91.t 
99.1 102.0 102.3 
160.0 133.0 104.0 
12().5 116,7 124.0 
81.0 79.7 78.0 
106.9 10?.2 104.7 
60.1 
87.7 85.8 
62.8 6"i. 8 67.3 
711. 5 81.8 83.2 
92. 7 92.7 94.2 
106.3 107.0 112.7 






INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 




64.0 -3,4 1(),0 
70.3 -9.5 •2,4 
-2.7 0.2 
78, 0 1.0 C).9 
-4.1 5,4 
DESAISONNALISE 




73.5 11.2 9.2 
81. 7 -0.1 -1.8 
3.7 1. 7 
112. ll 5.11 -0.3 
0 .11 3.5 
I 
NACE45 SCHUH· UNO BEKLEIDUNGSGEWERBE 
FOOTWEAR AND CLOTHING INDUSTRY 
1975 = 100 INDUSTRIE DE LA CHAUSSURE ET DE L'HABILLEMENT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------I 1979 l9AO 19A1 1980 1981 I 
I I 
I 1978 1979 1980 IV. I• I I. I II. IV. I• II. II I. IV. I. II. III. I 
I I 
I SB .. ADJ .. CVS I 
--------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UMSATZ TURNOVER CHIFFRE O'AFFAIRES 
EUR9 137 .s 159.9 171.6 164.1 190.3 151.8 181.8 162.4 186.4 155.5 199.3 167.4 171.3 172.6 186.5 
D 111.f, 116. 7 125.11 113.8 137.6 96. 7 150.A 116.5 136.8 96.8 140.9 122.8 122.9 119.5 123.0 
F 
I 185.1 ?47.t 284.0 261.1 328.0 268.0 273.2 26b.9 339 0 5 289.9 384.3 279.7 311.8 311.0 366.2 
NL 96.0 96.5 95.7 94.2 106.3 89,2 101.3 86.2 98.2 80.2 89.2 89.8 90.5 89.3 84., 
B 911.3 117. 7 104'. 7 101.4 120.6 96.9 103.9 97.3 117 .3 109.1 106.2 98.? 115.9 
L 72.2 : 
UK 154.3 175.8 178.8 188.0 1811.9 166.2 1811.4 175.6 169.1 160.6 169.7 171.8 167.2 167.T 165.8 
IRL 
DK 119.7 13S.4 144 0 S 139.3 16S 0 0 110.0 t72.3 130.7 155.7 122.3 181.7 138.3 141.6 t47.7 154.9 
AUFTRAGSEINGAENGE • GESAMT NEW ORDERS• TOTAL ENTREES OE COMMANDES • ENSEMBLE 
EUR9 
0 120.5 123.2 141.9 
F 
I 201.0 263.6 306.4 301.2 367.t 264.5 2811.2 305.7 3H.5 28s.1 333.8 304.0 334.3 311.0 353~2 
NL 
B 103.3 112.3 108. 7 112.9 124.3 101.1 101.9 107.3 11q.4 122.8 105.9 109.7 122.8 : 
L 
UK 156.7 177 .1 163.2 183.1 189.2 159.6 136.6 167.6 166.2 168.9 142.2 154.4 157.5 162.t 162.8 
IRL 
DK 118.4 131.8 13!1 0 4 150 0 3 154.6 142.0 108.1 149.0 164.3 146.3 147.3 135.2 157.9 138.7 t 11.1 
AUSFlJHR EXPORTS EX PORTA TI ONS 
EUR9 183.0 217 .o 228.1 228.6 229.3 2011.11 242.9 235.9 199.2 229.4 204.0 
I) 192.1 226.1 249.t 221.1 i:!65.11 204.? 291.0 235.S 278.2 251.0 253.3 
F 137.2 156.6 178.2 154.3 202.9 160.8 t86.S 162 0 5 193.4 178.0 t73.8 
I 201.s 263.7 ?58.4 277 .5 294.9 2H,.6 271.5 250.6 ns.5 244.8 257.8 
NL 13b.8 16!.2 176.8 179.5 194.8 161.2 !80.3 170.9 179.3 168.9 177.6 
UEBL 130.4 139.3 152.6 149.7 162.3 138.2 149.0 160.9 145.9 155.8 140.8 
UK 219.c; 254.4 285.6 292.3 263.8 264.5 306.9 307.2 288.8 I 
IRL 157.11 187.0 202.1 188.c; 1%.3 199.4 203.0 209.5 212.1 211.0 210.11 
DK 1_43. 7 175.6 2011.3 188.5 196.1 176.6 237 .s 207.0 218.4 210.4 22D.6 
EINFUHR IMPORTS IMP ORTA TI ONS 
EUR9 
0 110.2 202.6 22S.O ?00.R 242 .1 198.3 2411.4 211.3 250.7 223.6 227.8 
F 188.9 259.1 303.5 272.Q 340.2 270.4 326.2 277. t 344.5 299.0 306.3 
I 181 0 5 269.ll 397.2 369.R 347.7 363.4 1119. 7 458.0 417 .8 436.6 439.2 
NL 175. t 2on.8 204.7 197.t 244.3 166.7 230.9 176.7 22q.1 191.3 201.2 
UEBL 176.6 202.2 223.q 210.9 264.7 181.9 2511.11 190.4 262.t 210.1 224.2 
UK tH,.9 ?45.0 268.1 242. 3 301.3 ?.411 0 S 258.5 ?64.2 272.2 : 
IRL 251.q 356.4 415.6 411 .1 1~20 .1 356.4 403.0 482.7 466.1 465.2 464.2 
DK 1 71. I 212.6 217. '11 212.8 ?71.0 165.4 25?.3 180 0 5 21s.q 192.11 187.5 
ABHAENGIG RESCHAHTIGTE NUMBER OF FMPLOYEES NOMBRE DE SALARIES 
EUR9 
D 90.5 90.0 87.7 90.;> 89.? 87.6 87.2 86.8 84.0 82.2 80.6 
F 98.t 9q.o 96.? 911.6 911.0 97 .IJ 9S.S 93.9 92.4 · 91.6 90.3 
I 
NL 75.7 72.7 67 0 5 7 2 .o 70.0 6R.O 67.0 65.0 60.0 57.7 56.9 
B 7?. 3 70.0 611.11 68.5 68.0 63.6 611.6 63.0 61.1 59.6 
L 77 .? 
UK 95.5 95.7 81.11 94.7 91.2 88.11 86."i 83.1 ao.2 80.0 711.2 
IRL 97.0 97.7 89.6 95.4 93.4 91.4 86.8 86.8 85.3 81.2 80.2 
DK 93.11 9?.9 87.8 93.S 90.1, 811.9 811.2 83.S 82 0 5 82.3 83.S 
47 
IIACi. : 451+45Z 
HEltSTELLUlf& VON SCHUMEN fOOTNEAlt "ANIIFACTUH IOUSTIUE 9£ L" CHAUSSURE 
1975 = 100 
---------------------------------------------------------··------·-------------------------------------------------------------19Al/ 19!0,} I 
l9711 1,179 l 980 '.U %1'1 I 
1iJ 11 12 01:, n7 08 09 1U 11 12 I 
--------------·-M·--------------------------------------------------------------·----·---·-------------------------------------
PknUUKT10~$I~UTZFS INOICfS OF PkODl!CT!O!~ INDICES DE ~RtlOUCTION 
Pl>v Al~Bf !TSTAt. PER l'lORll'ING DAY PAR JOUlt OUVRABLE 
fUR9 c:17 .c:i 101.1 96.7 97.7 94.'5 76.6 91.0 ll l. 6 S'i. 7 911. t %.7 %.'i -7.3 2.1 
n %.I 96."' 9'5.n Hl"l.1 103.q 81. 2 70.'5 o!l.n a,.'3 100.4 10&.o 911.11 1,.3 -2.11 -2.4 
F 93.? 9?.7 8f-. c; 92.0 7q.1 7S.a 97.f, 0,.11 37.7 97 .3 92.2 •n.o 0.2 16.8 
I 100.1 11n.c; 1oq.i; 100.0 lu"l.t 8«.7 10'3. II 107.6 27.1 "·'i 96.f, l 0?.. II -11.6 -0.2 NL 97.<; 9,.q 102.0 10?.n 9".(1 act.n a11.n St.n H,.o 114.0 -u,.1 .. 20.0 
l'I 56.3 57.11 57.4 Sl.3 411. 3 52.q 47.6 2?. l SIi.ii 53.11 s,., •Ill.I 12.4 
L 
llK tOl.1 1 UI .? 87.3 9?. 'I 87.q 511.7 7q.1 71.2 81 .2 89.1 87.'5 82.2 5&.0 -11.1 •4.& 
IHI. 11~.? 107 .1 1 01 .2 111.n ! 1?. .11 87.f> 104.'5 8?..7 111.2 11,.ct 1111.5 11&.6 1 •• 3.3 
D~ 911.4 111. a 11 '5. q 146.n 11?.0 n.o 132.0 11.n 1&6 0 0 190.0 1 bll.n 13".0 101.0 13.7 4&.6 
GR 9"i.ll 125.3 911.1 90:1 83.11 90.11 10'5.f, 9111.r! 82.4 ti!0.5 tOCJ 0 7 112.3 5.1 34.0 
rnRtO 97.q 11.J! • 5 9f,. 7 •H.f., 94.4 76 • .11 91.? 81.9 56.2 911.'5 96.7 9&.'5 -1.1 2.3 
SAISONHfRl"INIGT SfASOfllALLY ADJUSTED OESA I SONNALJ SE 
fUR9 c,a.a Cfi?.l 17.0 92.0 '90.0 91 .11 90.0 '9 t .11 92.11 o.5 1.1 
0 94.1 95.2 91.4 811.f, 8".3 97.3 90.J '95,11 '90.4 11,.111 -o.o -1. t 
,.. 811.7 77 .4 80.11 8'9.3 11,.,. 17.2 90.1 111., ,0.11 1.4 2.2 
I 107.1 106.6 tt•.• 102.0 ,1 .6 92.0 97., 100.1 102.5 3. t 2.4 
NL 96.'S 94.1 90.'9 8&.3 111.'5 H,.O 75., -o.& 
!'I so.~ 4&.e 54.t 43.7 so.a 55.2 u,.1 52.5 11.5 13., 
L 
UK 11., 81.5 76.5 1,.1 H,.'5 It.& 72.11 74.3 1,.0 73.'5 -3.t -3.3 
IRL 103.1 106.3 <t0.3 1011.f, ,1.& 105.l 110. 7 10&., 110. t &.& 3.0 
OK 120.f, to&., 106.11 130.6 12,.1 123.1 152.5 14i!.5 135.11 1112.1 3.7 11.& 
GR ,2.1 84.3 811.lli 101 .II 10'5.II 1011.7 11,.1 11 I.& 1111.1 10.5 2.2 
fUlttO 94.3 92.0 87 .1 ,i!.1 90.2 ,1., ,o.5 ,2.0 IJi! •' 0.5 1.1 
NACE : 453/4/6 
SEKLEitUN&s,ewE1tBE CLOTHING INtUSTIY IIUUSTltIE n L 'NAIILLE,.ENT 
1'75 z 100 
-·--·---------------------------------·---------·--------------------·-·-----·-------·--------------------·-------·-·-···--···-1,so I 1'!11 I 
1'HI 1979 t ..irn I IA Ill l 
10 t1 ti! I Of, 07 01 o, 10 11 1l l 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------·-----··-···----------··· 
P'RftOUKTI~NSINOIZES INDICES 01" ,Rt,OUCT I ON INDICEI DE 'IU)OUCTION 
P'ltO AltiEITSTAG PER WOIU<ING DAY 
""' 
JOUlt OUVIUILf 
P'.Ult'9 CJ'9.2 1011.'5 
'"·" 
1oi.t ,,.1 78.t 11t., 111.;., .'5.7 10'5.0 '98.5 ,i?!.'5 -7.8 -2.1 
0 ,,., Cf2.7 111. 1 ,i., 18.11 71.3 .,.3 
I" 
75.5 .'1.3 •3., 16.0 711.i! u..~ •6.1 •&.II 
I !O'"i. 3 120.1 120 •• 11,. 3 I 10.'9 ,i!.'9 11"·' 117.1 35.i! 128. 7 uo., 10,.0 -,.5 · .. 11.3 NL 78.11 7'5.7 .,.!i •1.n 5"·" •o.o u.o 411.0 118.n •11.r, •13.l •11.5 
8 ,0.3 8'9.'!i 8'i.O 18.'5 78.c! u.1 13.i! 57.8 ,11.l 116.fi "6.5 o., ,.o 
L .... 7 84.3 76.1 76.0 .,.o '53.8 .,.3 58.'5 1'1. 3 74.l •11.z .'5 •• ••.o -3.4 1,.0 UK t U'5 0 1 1 ull.3 '94.7 100.'5 9'5.'i 75.7 
···" 
... , 11.1 H.4 '97.3 ,3 •• 74.3 -,.1 -t.8 
INL 9"1.7 9'5.1 
"'·" 




1 01. II 103.0 1 u,.n 11.0 71.0 u.n io3.0 10.0 . 154.0 127 .o ,1.0 73.o -1.1 2.e 
u 13'5.0 13111. 5 138.7 138.'5 t3t .'9 15'5.3 tJi?.11 110.e 8'i.5 133.t 11,.1 tll.6 -1.0 •l.'5 
EUlttO 100.1 10'5.3 9"·" 103.0 '"·0 7111.8 '"'." 18.'i? .5.7 10'5.0 '"·' ,z.5 •l.t -3.6 
SAISON8ERF.INIGT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED OEIA ISONNAL ISE 




-3.'9 i!. l 
0 Bi?.;, 84. '5 83.'5 111 .11 116.l 33. I 1, ... 77.3 Ht.3 78.0 -1.0 2.2 , 
J 113.7 1 P.O tOt,,4 11 '5. 7 118.'5 102 ... 113.0 103.7 10&. l -4.3 2.11. 
NL 57.11 511.5 ••• "i '51J. 7 •'5.f, 5i?.7 56.11 7.1 
II 7" .f, 8'5.• 82.t! IP." 87.3 
"· 7 '1.5 "'· 7 4.3 -3.1 L 7;.,.1, 71.3 b'5." n.o .l'l.'9 11.!.0 ,1.e .'5.11 ,1.3 73.'5 11.i! "·l Uk 8'5. 'I 87.t 8"i. 7 87.0 84.1 17.'5 7'.11 111. 7 1'5.i? 111.3 0.1 -1.0 
JRL i'9.i' 6 ... 8 87.0 
···" 
8&.2 117.0 17 .'5 111.'5 1111. 1 z.1 0.11 
OK 9fl.7 9'5.6 1011.2 !07.6 110.s 8'9,'5 97.0 100.e 10&.5 106.1 s.s -o.4 
l;f< 1 37 .11 1 26. 'I 1 iio. ii 1,H.11 127.'9 131.3 1,Z". 7 11".'9 ti.!3 .fi -3.5 3.1 
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PRO DUf<T IONSINDEX 
TENDENZ 
BAUGEWERBE <NACE 5l 
D 
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1915=100 
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F uo 1n 
50 
PRO ARBE ITSTA G 
! U9. n 11 b. 9 
94 . 6 94.n 
9/l .9 
113.0 
89. 3 P .3 
84 . 9 91 . 3 
1 os. 1 101 . 6 
112. 3 
SAIS ON BEREI~ I GT 
l 1 b. 3 129.? 
95.2 101 .1 
75 . 9 8q . 6 
91 _q 92.6 
95 . 9 90.? 
11s . n 
9<i . ? 
11 .n 
90 . ? 
90 . l 
INDICES OF PRODUCTION 
· PER WORKING DAY 
12"i.6 83.3 131.7 110.s 
95.7 83.5 107.0 93.8 
71. 4 41.3 so.a 25.6 
9 1 .7 91.7 t 0 1 .6 93.3 
90.2 90.2 84.5 87.S 
SEASONALLY AlJJUSTEO 
114 . n 100.8 110.4 107.4 
89. l 93.3 97.0 95.3 
t,3.3 6?.2 60.7 71 • c; 
69.n 90.5 9?.? aq.1 
90 .1 9 0 .1 82.11 84.n 
INDICES DE PRODUCTION 
PAR JOUR OUVRABLE 
101.1 127.5 125.1 116.8 77 .9 -b.7 -b.b 
so.a 100.2 97.t 108.7 o.3 13.S 
71.3 78.9 71. t •19.S -20. & 
87 .6 91.8 sq.a 93.5 87.2 -2.3 -4.9 
87.5 87.S 83.8 83.8 83.8 -11.2 -7.1 
DESAISONNALISE 
108.6 109.3 I Ol\ 0 8 103.q %.9 -4.8 -6.8 
88.7 95.0 91.4 100.9 2.3 10.3 
511.0 56 0 8 51.3 -15.7 -9. 7 
qn.5 89.3 87.8 90.5 86. 1 -1.9 -4 . 9 
84.0 84.0 83.1 83. t 83.1 -1.0 
NACE5 
1975 = 100 
1978 1979 1980 
c;ENEHMIGTE WOHHUHGEH 
EUl':-9 
D 115,3 104,3 103,5 
F 86,0 85t5 
I 
NL 92,9 93,6 96,9 
I< 98,9 82,5 67,2 
L 83,0 86,9 90,6 
UK 
IRL 




F 84,7 88,5 
I 
NL 92,5 89,2 94,9 
I< 85,3 87,4 60,1 
L 
UK 81,6 68,1 47,9 
IRL 
DK 100,7 89,4 63,5 
FERTIGGESTELLTE WOHNUNGEH 
EUR-9 84,7 76,8 
D 83,4 81,1 88,2 
F 86,2 78,4 
71. 9 63,8 
NL 87,6 72,5 94,2 
I< 
L 
UK 89,4 75,8 71.8 
Il':L 94,6 98,7 103,3 
DK 96,4 87,5 82,2 
1978 1979 1980 
AI<HAENGIG I<ESCHAEFTIGTE 
EUfi:-9 
D 89,9 94,4 96,8 
F 
NL 
B 94 .1 100,4 100,0 
L 87,3 92,6 93,7 
UK 93,5 95,2 93,9 
Ifi:L 110,2 116, 1 117, 3 








































116, 1 114,5 
101,1 95,6 
07 08 09 
AUTHORISED DWELLINGS 
113,0 102,7 93,0 
114,0 95,3 92,8 
66,2 33, 1 93,6 
56,3 51. 9 68.1 
DWELLINGS STARTED 
65,7 112, 7 141,2 





44,8 57,2 50,5 
COMF·LETED I•WELLIHGS 




44,0 42,5 63,5 
1981 
XI III 
NUMBER OF EMf·LO)"EES 
91,9 95,0 95,2 
92,4 89,0 
91. 4 95,5 94,6 
88,3 85,9 84,3 
116,0 118,9 120,9 
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1981 
06 07 08 09 
AD.J CVS 
LOGEMEHTS AUTO,RISES 
96,4 100,2 96,6 88,8 
129,5 126,0 106,1 107,1 
39,5 
58,3 51. 7 -55,4 100,1 
: 
: 
41,4 61.3 53,0 59,2 
LOGEMENTS COMMENCES 
111. 2 106,4 102,0 121,4 
30,8 35,3 23,7 
34,7 49,4 47,4 44,4 
LOGEMEHTS ACHEVES 
87,4 92,0 90,5 111, 4 
110,5 
56,4 60,3 43,7 49.1 
1981 
IV I I III 
HOMBRE DE SALARIES 
96,1 95,2 94,6 93,8 
97,7 94,3 88.1 
95,2 94,4 93,5 93, 1 
92,7 88,7 86,7 83,4 
115, 3 115,5 117, 4 120,3 





Classification of Eurostat publications 
Themes 
1. General statistics 
(grey covers) 
2. National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
(violet covers) 
3. Population and social conditions 
(yellow covers) 
4. Industry and services 
(blue covers) 
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
(green covers) 





1 . General statistics 
2. Regional general statistics 
3. Third-country statistics 
1 . National accounts 
2. Accounts of sectors 
3. Accounts of branches 
4. Money and finance 
5. Regional accounts and finance 
6. Balance of payments 
7. Prices 
1 . Population 
2. Social conditions 
3. Education and training 
4. Employment 
5. Social protection 
6. Wages and salaries 
1. Industry, general 
2. Energy 
3. Iron and steel 
4. Transport and services 
1. Agriculture, general 
2. Agriculture, production and balances 
3. Agriculture, prices 
4. Agriculture, accounts 




2. Community trade, general 
3. Trade with developing countries 
1. Miscellaneous statistics 
2. Miscellaneous information 
Theme 4 - Industry and services 
Sub-themes 
1. Industry, general 
2. Energy 
3. Iron and steel 




M = Monthly 
0= Quarterly 
s.i. = Special issue 
Titles 
Structure and activity of industry 
- Data by size of enterprise 1976 
Structure and activity of industry 
-1978 
Industrial production 
EC Raw materials balance sheets 
Industrial short-term trends 
Annual investments in fixed 
assets-1975-1979 
Energy statistics yearbook 
U.seful energy balance sheets 
Operation of nuclear power 
stations 
Analysis of energy input-output 
tables 
Coal - Monthly bulletin 
Electrical energy- Monthly 
bulletin 
Hydrocarbons - Monthly bulletin 
Iron and steel yearbook 1982 
Iron and steel- Quarterly 
bulletin 
Iron and steel- Monthly bulletin 
Statistical yearbook transport, 
communications, tourism 
Frequency 
A 
A 
Q 
A 
M 
A 
A 
s.i. 
A 
s.i. 
M 
M 
M 
A 
Q 
M 
A 

